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ABSTRACT 
 
 Mesoscale convective systems (MCS) were studied using both idealized and real data 
WRF simulations using grid spacings in the range from 0.5 km to 12 km with an emphasis on 
3 km to determine the necessity of a convective parameterization scheme.  The Kain-Fritsch 
(KF) convective parameterization scheme was used as it is considered to give the best 
forecasts of precipitation in mesoscale models. 
 The idealized simulations were used to conduct three sets of sensitivity tests.  One set 
tested the ability of the model to adequately resolve typical two-dimensional squall line 
structure by varying the vertical grid resolution.  It was determined that using 81 vertical grid 
levels was sufficient to model squall lines.  A second set tested the sensitivity of the partition 
of precipitation into microphysics and convective scheme components to horizontal grid 
spacing.  A zone of grid spacing values from about 1 km to about 6 km was identified over 
which the partition shifts from approximately 10% of precipitation from the KF scheme to 
anywhere from 60% - 100%.  This zone was found to be insensitive to microphysics scheme 
and somewhat sensitive to initial conditions.  The amount of precipitation produced per 
activation of the deep convective part of the KF scheme was also found to shift significantly 
across this range of horizontal grid spacing values.  The third set tested the sensitivity of 
precipitation forecasts to five treatments of the scheme.  While two of the treatments 
included the lack of a convective scheme and the unmodified KF scheme, the other three 
treatments involved modifications to the scheme.  These modifications included removing 
the linear dependence of grid-resolvable vertical velocity on grid spacing, coarsening the 
vertical motion, temperature, and water vapor mixing ratio fields before the KF scheme ran, 
and coarsening the heat and moisture tendencies as well as convective scheme precipitation 
after the KF scheme ran.  When applied to a set of three-dimensional real data cases, it was 
found that the use of no convective scheme and the unmodified KF scheme generally 
performed the best.  However, due to a small sample size, the spread of the data was large 
and more tests are needed. 
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 The conclusions from the sensitivity tests were that the KF scheme becomes less 
active as grid spacing decreases below horizontal grid spacings of 6 – 8 km.  Below 1 km 
grid spacing, the KF scheme certainly should not be used.  However, from 1 km to 3 km, it 
likely is not necessary to use the KF scheme.  Using it at 3 km does not hurt the forecast, 
however.  As other research has shown, there is some use for the KF scheme above 3 km. 
 Three-dimensional real data WRF simulations were conducted at 3 km horizontal 
resolution for a set of 39 cases involving MCSs across the United States.  The KF scheme 
was not used.  Convective initiation was found to err by approximately 150 km in the west-
southwesterly direction with a nearly zero mean timing error.  Large scatter was found 
between the strength of large-scale forcing and the model skill at forecasting initiation, but 
traditional skill measures (ETS and bias) showed that stronger-forced cases were better 
forecast in the upscale evolution of the MCSs.  Case studies were performed for a few cases 
to illustrate the ways in which the WRF can succeed or fail to accurately predict convective 
initiation. 
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CHAPTER 1.  GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background and motivation 
 Deep, moist convection is one way in which the atmosphere is brought from a 
gravitationally unstable thermodynamic stratification to a neutral stratification.  Deep, moist 
convection occurs when an air parcel rises due to an upward buoyancy force.  This buoyancy 
force exists because the air parcel is less dense than the air around it.  As the parcel 
accelerates upward, it expands, cools, condenses, and releases liquid water.  This causes 
clouds and precipitation to develop.  The parcel continues to rise and condense liquid water 
until it reaches the tropopause where it becomes as dense as the surrounding air, thus 
remaining there in the anvil of the resulting thunderstorm.  When many thunderstorms erupt 
close together and persist, latent heating and merging of cold pools from the individual 
thunderstorm downdrafts can result in an evolution of the convection from storm scale to 
mesoscale.  Given enough time, a mesoscale convective system (MCS) is born. 
 MCSs are primarily a warm-season entity in the United States since the amount of 
instability and moisture needed to form them is generally not present during the cold season.  
Warm-season precipitation is a challenge to predict (Olson et al. 1995; Fritsch and Carbone 
2004).  A large portion of the annual rainfall for areas of the central U. S. comes from MCSs 
(Fritsch et al. 1986).  MCSs and the precursor convection, which frequently starts as 
individual storm cells (in some cases, supercells), also produce a large portion of severe 
weather (Doswell et al. 1996; Wheatley et al. 2006; Wakimoto et al. 2006; Gallus et al. 2008; 
Duda and Gallus 2010).  Therefore, predicting MCSs is both a crucial and difficult activity. 
 There are two key areas in which much of the difficulty in predicting MCSs lies: 
convective initiation and upscale evolution.  The difficulty with these two areas has two 
sources.  One source is related to the need to parameterize convection since models using a 
high enough resolution to resolve convection have only recently come about.  Weisman et al. 
(1997) concluded that 4 km grid spacing is sufficient to not require a convective 
parameterization scheme to resolve deep convection and squall lines.  Bryan et al. (2003) 
concluded that grid spacing of O(100 m) is needed to fully resolve convection.  Research and 
operational NWP models now have the capability to run over a large region at grid spacings 
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of 1 to 4 km, but not at O(100 m).  Thus, traditional convective parameterization is not 
requried, yet convection is not fully resolved.  The technology required to run models that 
can fully resolve all aspects of convection over large regions will probably not be around for 
many years, so issues with not using a convective parameterization in high resolution models 
will continue.  One issue is the need for grid-scale saturation to occur for a microphysics 
parameterization scheme to resolve convection.  This is physically unrealistic at grid 
spacings of 3 to 4 km.  Also it is difficult to bring a grid box with area of 9 or 16 km2 to 
saturation.  However, since convective parameterization schemes were not designed to be 
used at 1 – 4 km resolution, either new or modified schemes will have to be implemented or 
the inadequacy in using unmodified existing schemes will need to be studied. 
 The other source comes from the issues with observational data used to feed models.  
Observational data in the U. S. are generally too coarse to resolve some features that may be 
important to initiation of convection.  While the density of observing stations at the surface is 
generally sufficient to resolve all but the smallest mesoscale features, observational data 
above the surface are comparatively sparse and are not sufficient to resolve any but the 
largest of mesoscale features.  The International H2O Project of 2002 (IHOP) focused on 
mapping the distribution of water vapor and investigating its role in convective initiation.  
Many studies came out of IHOP that address the importance of accurate and high-resolution 
analysis of water vapor, temperature, and wind fields and the impacts on predicting 
convection initiation (Fabry 2006; Markowski et al. 2006; Martin and Xue 2006).  These 
studies echo the findings of Crook (1996) who determined that very small magnitude 
differences in low-level temperature and moisture can affect whether thunderstorms form or 
not.  Other studies have shown that the clarity with which mesoscale features are resolved in 
the observational data and the strength of forcing on the large scale have significant impacts 
on the temporal and spatial accuracy of numerical prediction of convection initiation 
(Stensrud and Fritsch 1994; Jankov and Gallus 2004; Szoke et al. 2004; Wilson and Roberts 
2006). 
 Using the results from the previous research, the present study looks for more insight 
into the skill of the WRF model at predicting convective initiation and upscale evolution of 
MCSs.  The sensitivity of precipitation to vertical and horizontal grid spacing and to various 
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modifcations to the KF scheme will be tested.  The results will be used to determine the need 
for the KF scheme at various resolutions.  Case studies will also be performed to illustrate the 
complexity in 3 km model fields and the ways in which the WRF can succeed or fail to 
correctly simulate the initiation and upscale evolution of convection. 
 
1.2 Thesis organization 
 This thesis is organized in journal paper format.  It contains two chapters, each of 
which is a stand-alone paper.  Both will be submitted to the American Meteorological 
Society for publication in either Weather and Forecasting or Monthy Weather Review.  The 
first paper, comprising chapter 2, investigates sensitivites of precipitation to vertical and 
horizontal grid spacing as well as modifications to the Kain-Fritsch (KF; Kain and Fritsch 
1993; Kain 2004) convective parameterization scheme.  The second paper, comprising 
chapter 3, investigates the impact of large-scale forcing on the skill of convective initiation 
using the WRF model. 
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CHAPTER 2.  SENSITIVITIES OF WRF PRECIPITATION TO 
MODIFICATIONS TO THE KAIN-FRITSCH SCHEME 
 
A paper to be submitted to Monthly Weather Review 
 
Jeffrey D. Duda, William A. Gallus, Jr., Moti Segal 
 
2.1 Abstract 
 Two-dimensional idealized WRF model simulations were used to test the sensitivity 
of precipitation to various uses of the Kain-Fritsch scheme in this exploratory study.  One set 
of sensitivity tests analyzed the range of grid spacings over which the partition of 
precipitation from microphysical and the KF convective schemes changed rapidly.  Another 
set tested the sensitivity of precipitation to five different treatments of the KF scheme.  Two 
of the treatments were the use of the unmodified KF scheme and the neglect of the KF 
scheme (explicit convection).  A third treatment removed the linear dependence of grid-
resolvable vertical motion on horizontal grid spacing from the trigger function.  The other 
two treatments involved modifications that artificially coarsened the temperature, moisture, 
and vertical motion grids before the KF scheme ran and coarsened the heat and moisture 
tendency and convective precipitation grids after the KF scheme ran.  The treatments were 
then applied to a set of three-dimensional real data cases.  The goal of the study was to 
determine how active the KF scheme is in producing precipitation at grid spacings in the 0.5 
km – 12 km range and whether modifications to the KF scheme, which would make its use at 
3 km more appropriate, could be used to improve the forecast of precipitation. 
 The results indicate that the KF scheme rapidly becomes less active as grid spacing 
decreases below 8 km and does not produce much precipitation below 1 km grid spacing.  
The 3D cases showed evidence that using the unmodified KF scheme may still be useful at 3 
km grid spacing, especially in terms of the skill at forecasting convective initiation.  
However, the use of the unmodified KF scheme is problematic in the 1 – 8 km range since 
the closure and scale separation assumptions used to develop the KF scheme are violated.  
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The other three modifications to the KF scheme were generally less skillful than the 
unmodified scheme or the simulations that did not use a convective parameterization scheme.   
 
2.2 Introduction 
 With grid spacings of O(1 km) becoming increasingly common in operational and 
research numerical weather prediction models, the issue of whether or not to use a convective 
parameterization scheme (CPS) is becoming more important.  Traditional CPSs were 
designed for use at grid spacings greater than 50 km (Molinari and Dudek 1992).  The hybrid 
approach to convection parameterization described in Molinari and Dudek (1992) was 
designed for use on grid spacings of 20 – 50 km grid spacings.  Bryan et al. (2003) concluded 
that grid spacings of O(100 m) are required to fully resolve convective structure.  But no 
solution is currently known for models that use grid spacing in the “gray zone” (1 – 10 km 
grid spacing; Gerard 2007). 
 The Kain-Fritsch (KF; Kain and Fritsch 1993; Kain 2004) scheme is frequently used 
as a test subject to determine the need for convective parameterization at grid spacings below 
20 km, likely because it has been shown to generally outperform other CPSs such as the 
Betts-Miller-Janjić (BMJ; Betts 1986; Betts and Miller 1986; Janjić 1994) and Grell-Devenyi 
(GD; Grell and Devenyi 2002) schemes (Gilliland and Rowe 2007; Wang and Seaman 2007; 
Ma and Tan 2009).  Gilliland and Rowe (2007), for example, showed that the KF scheme 
could depict the characteristics of an isolated supercell in a three-dimensional (3D) idealized 
case as well as those of scattered summertime convection at 4 km more accurately than the 
BMJ and GD schemes.  Not only did the KF scheme outperform other schemes but it also 
outperformed the 4 km simulation that used no convective scheme, thus indicating that the 
KF scheme in particular can be used to improve forecasts even at such high resolutions.  This 
generalization is supported by Lean et al. (2008), who showed a 4 km model simulation had 
difficulty accurately representing convection, particularly regarding initiation timing.  The 
generalization is also supported by Deng and Stauffer (2006), who found that the use of the 
KF scheme in a 4 km simulation improved the forecast of precipitation from a mid-latitude 
frontal rain band and from deep convection over a simulation that did not use a CPS.  These 
studies agree with the suggestion that a CPS is likely still needed at horizontal grid spacings 
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as low as 5 – 10 km (Kain and Fritsch 1998).  Other studies have also shown that the KF 
scheme can give precipitation forecasts as skillful as those that do not use a CPS at grid 
spacings as low as 4 or 5 km (Gilliland and Rowe 2007; Yavinchan et al. 2011). 
Despite the above findings and those of Bryan et al. (2003), other studies (e.g., 
Weisman et al. 1997; Yu and Lee 2010) have suggested that grid spacings as coarse as 3 or 4 
km are sufficient to not require a CPS.  Deep, moist convection is partially resolvable and 
partially sub-grid scale in the O(100 m) to about 5 km grid spacing range.  In this range the 
essential assumptions in the KF scheme are violated, thus making its use without any 
modifications questionable.  The particular assumptions are (1) that the updraft and 
downdraft may comprise a significant area of a grid column, and (2) that at least 90% of the 
CAPE is removed in the approximate time it takes for a deep convective cell to move through 
a grid column, which is bound to 30–60 minutes.  In the gray zone, assumption (1) is violated 
as updrafts may comprise an entire grid column, and assumption (2) is not valid as even a 
slow-moving thunderstorm can cross a grid column in less than 30 minutes.  The KF scheme 
is based on the Fritsch-Chappell (Fritsch and Chappell 1980) scheme that was designed to be 
used at 10-30 km.  The KF scheme uses a convective trigger function to determine whether 
or not to activate the scheme in a grid column.  The trigger is based on a temperature 
perturbation of a 50-hPa mixed layer parcel at its lifting condensation level (LCL).  The 
temperature perturbation is based on the grid-resolved vertical velocity at the LCL.  The 
trigger function has been shown to be the most successful at 25 km grid spacing (Kain and 
Fritsch 1992), but an assumption of linear dependence of model-resolvable vertical motion 
on grid spacing extends the use of the scheme to a wide range of grid spacing values.  Some 
studies have modified the scheme to achieve better results with precipitation forecasts (Ma 
and Tan 2009; Truong et al. 2009), but few have applied modifications at grid spacings 
below 10 km (Yu and Lee 2010). 
The general objective of this exploratory study is to investigate the sensitivity of 
quantitative precipitation forecasts to different uses of the KF scheme and to determine at 
which grid spacing values the KF scheme may no longer be needed to model convection.  
Several different sets of sensitivity tests using two-dimensional WRF simulations were 
conducted to test the effect of various modifications to the KF scheme on simulated 
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precipitation.  The tests included a set that tested the sensitivity of model fields to the 
consistency between horizontal and vertical grid spacing.  Another set tested the sensitivity 
of the partition of precipitation from the microphysics and KF convective schemes to 
microphysics scheme and initial condition.  The third set tested the sensitivity of model 
precipitation to various uses of the KF scheme: one is to use no convective parameterization; 
another is to use the unmodified KF scheme; another removes the linear dependence of grid-
resolvable vertical motion on horizontal grid spacing in the trigger function of the KF 
scheme.  The final two involve modifications designed to make it seem as if the KF scheme 
is running at a resolution appropriate for its use when actually the model is running on a finer 
grid that would not be appropriate for it.  One of these modifications coarsens the 
temperature, moisture, and vertical motion fields before they are passed into the KF scheme.  
The last of these modifications coarsens the heat and moisture tendency and convective 
precipitation grids after they are computed by the KF scheme.  Finally, the treatments were 
applied to a set of 3D real data cases to test the skill of precipitation forecasts using these 
modifications to the KF scheme.  The methodology is described in section 2.3.  The results 
are presented in section 2.4.  A summary and conclusions follow in section 2.5. 
  
2.3 Methodology 
The set of grid spacing values used was, from smallest to largest, in km: 0.5, 0.75, 
1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 8.0, and 12.0.  Early sensitivity tests revealed a range of 
grid spacing generally from 0.5 km to 4 km across which the greatest change in partition of 
precipitation from the microphysics scheme and the KF scheme occurred.  This approximate 
range is hereafter called the ramp zone.  The WRF model with the Advanced Research WRF 
(ARW) dynamics core, version 3.1.1 (Skamarock et al. 2008), was used to carry out the 
idealized 2D simulations.  The model domain ran along a west-east orientation (in the xz-
plane), was 960 km wide, 20 km tall (using 81 vertical levels), and used a damping layer in 
the top 5 km to reduce the reflection of upward-propagating gravity waves.  The lateral 
boundary conditions were open in the west-east direction.  The KF scheme calling interval 
was 5 minutes.  The model time step DT was 2*DX for grid spacing DX in km and DT in s.  
Model output frequency was 12 minutes.  No surface layer, planetary boundary layer 
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schemes were used.  Solar and longwave radiation schemes and the Coriolis force are not 
available for the 2D WRF.  Other configurations that were varied in some of the sensitivity 
tests include choice of microphysics scheme and the initial temperature, moisture, and storm-
relative wind profiles as initial conditions.  The following microphysics schemes were tested: 
Thompson (Thompson et al. 2008), Morrison (Morrison et al. 2005; Morrison and Pinto 
2005), Lin (Lin et al. 1983), WRF Single Moment 6-class (WSM-6; Hong et al. 2004; Hong 
and Lim 2006), WRF Double Moment 6-class (WDM-6; Lim and Kong 2010), and Ferrier 
(Rogers et al. 2001).  The initial thermodynamic profiles used include that from Weisman 
and Klemp (1982, hereafter the WK sounding) and a composite sounding obtained from the 
Norman, Oklahoma National Weather Service sounding site and some research dropsondes 
from 12 June 2002, an IHOP case (hereafter the IHOP sounding; Fig. 1).  Convection was 
initiated using a warm bubble centered at z = 1.5 km and at the center of the domain.  The 
maximum perturbation temperature at the center of the bubble was 3 K for the WK sounding 
and 1.5 K for the IHOP sounding.  The perturbation temperature decreased to 0.0 at 4 km 
from the center of the bubble in the west-east direction and 1.5 km in the vertical direction. 
Although there were some differences in the model configurations between the 
differing sets of sensitivity tests, the configurations were generally similar.  Thus any 
differences in model configuration from those above will be highlighted as they are 
presented. 
The factor separation method of Stein and Alpert (1993) was used occasionally to 
isolate the effect that any particular factors had on precipitation, as well as to determine their 
interaction.  For the case of two factors A and B the method operates according to the 
equation 
       	    	 


    (1) 
where PAB represents precipitation with both factors applied, P0 represents precipitation with 
neither factor applied, PA represents precipitation with just one factor applied, PB represents 
precipitation with the just other factor applied, and PsAB represents the non-linear interaction 
between the two factors (i.e., synergy). 
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2.4 Results 
 2.4.1 Sensitivity to the consistency between horizontal and vertical grid resolution 
Before the main results are presented the issue of vertical resolution of the model is 
discussed.  Lindzen and Fox-Rabinovitz (1989) and Persson and Warner (1991) suggested 
that spurious gravity waves may be excited by numerical inconsistencies between the 
horizontal and vertical resolution of a numerical model, especially for models with finer 
horizontal grid spacing (generally below 100 km).  Thus it is important to keep consistency 
in the ratio ∆z/∆x, where ∆z is the vertical grid resolution and ∆x is the horizontal grid 
resolution.  Given the range of horizontal grid spacings used in this study this issue is 
important to address.  The implications from Lindzen and Fox-Rabinovitz (1989), however, 
are that for horizontal grid spacings of O(1 km), vertical grid spacings of O(10 m) may be 
required to maintain consistency.  This is not computationally feasible with today’s computer 
technology.  This issue may not be important, however, as studies such as Aligo et al. (2009) 
have indicated that increasing vertical grid resolution does not necessarily consistently 
improve the forecast of precipitation.  Nonetheless, the sensitivity of model fields to vertical 
grid resolution was evaluated to determine if the number of vertical levels used in each of the 
simulations in this paper (81, the default used in idealized 2D WRF-ARW simulations) is 
sufficient to adequately resolve convective features. 
Thus, a set of 2D idealized simulations was conducted with the following slightly 
different configuration than that outlined in section 2.3: 
-Domain width of 816 km 
-Simulation length of 24 hours 
-Lin microphysics 
-No convective scheme (for simplicity) 
-Horizontal grid spacing of 1 km 
-Time step of 3 s 
-Output frequency of 20 minutes 
The number of vertical levels was adjusted using the following values: 31, 41, 61, 81, 121, 
161, 241, and 321.  The levels were not placed linearly in height, but were stretched so that 
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more levels were located in the lowest and highest portions of the domain.  The average 
model level thicknesses are included in Table 1. 
 The sensitivity of vertical motion and precipitation to the number of vertical levels is 
shown in Fig. 2.  A mature 2D mesoscale convective system (MCS) develops in all 
simulations with an ascending front-to-rear flow stream located between a descending rear 
inflow jet below and an overturning updraft above (not shown).  The growth of the MCSs 
appears similar in terms of precipitation (the first three or four hours in Fig. 2b).  
Qualitatively the simulations are all very similar until about six or seven hours into the 
simulation when notable differences appear, particularly in the simulation with 121 levels.  
Additionally, in each simulation after about the seventh hour, a rapidly-moving disturbance 
or anomaly appears and moves westward across the domain in the 4 – 8 km layer, which 
could be the result of a gravity wave reflecting off of the eastern boundary of the domain.  
This anomaly shows up as a dry pocket in the 4 – 8 km layer moving above the core of the 
front-to-rear ascending flow stream (at 12 hours into the simulation, between x=400 and 
x=500 km for 121 levels and 241 levels and near x=600 for 321 levels; not shown).  Gravity 
waves could also explain the sudden development of new convection ahead of the leading 
edge of the mature MCS that causes the apparent leading edge to jump forward as the rest of 
the convective system catches up to it. 
 Other differences between the simulations include the magnitudes of the ascending 
front-to-rear flow and overturning updraft and the location of the leading edge of the MCS.  
There were differences of up to 10 m s-1 in the peak u-wind velocities in the front-to-rear 
flow and overturning updrafts of the MCSs between some simulations (e.g., 81 levels 
compared to 121 levels; not shown); differences in the depth of the strongest updraft along 
the leading edge of the MCS between simulations, where the updraft extends up to only 4-6 
km in some simulations and up to 12 km in others (Fig. 2a); and differences of up to 50 km 
in the location of the leading edge of the cold pool (only in the simulation with 121 levels, 
not shown).  Despite these differences, the peak updraft velocities are very similar (Fig. 2a).  
Also, the orientation angle, depth, and location of the flow streams within the convective 
system match well between the different simulations.  The MCSs progress through their 
lifecycle at the same rate, too.  There is some variation in the average precipitation during the 
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3-18 hour periods of the simulations (Fig. 2b), but from a big-picture perspective the 
precipitation rate is fairly consistent among the simulations in this period.  Precipitation 
decreases dramatically starting at around 18 hours in all but the simulation with 61 levels 
(where the decrease begins three hours earlier) as the MCS moves out of the model domain. 
 The results above are supported by a factor separation analysis for the two factors of 
vertical and horizontal resolution (Fig. 3) using values of ∆x of 1, 2, and 4 km and 41, 81, 
and 161 vertical levels.  No consistent trend appears among the different factor separation 
analyses.  For example, refining the horizontal resolution from 4 km to 2 km in panel A 
contributes positively to precipitation production, while refining it further from 2 km to 1 km 
while maintaining the change in vertical grid resolution in panel C contributes negatively to 
precipitation production.  Similarly, the interaction between changing horizontal and vertical 
resolution is highly variable from panel to panel, as the synergy term in the analysis is 
strongly positive in panel D, negative in panel B, and nearly zero in panel C.  Since the factor 
separation analyses do not portray a consistent pattern when refining horizontal and vertical 
grid resolution separately or together, it can be concluded that there is no systematic impact 
on precipitation with changing horizontal and vertical resolution. 
 The results of this sensitivity test are, in a sense, in general agreement with those of 
Aligo et al. (2009) in that, while there is sensitivity of precipitation to vertical grid spacing, 
the sensitivity is generally not systematic, and there is not enough evidence to conclude that 
8l vertical levels is insufficient to properly resolve the relevant features simulated in this 
study. 
 
 2.4.2 Sensitivity of the partition of precipitation between KF and microphysics 
schemes – the ramp zone 
Sensitivity tests examining the ramp zone found that with the exception of the 
simulation using the Thompson scheme and the WK sounding, the ramp zone is clearly 
depicted for each of the microphysics schemes tested as being between about 0.5 km and 3 
km for the WK sounding and 0.5 km and 5 km for the IHOP sounding (Fig. 4).  There is an 
indication that the proportion of precipitation produced by the KF scheme would continue to 
decline for grid spacing values lower than 0.5 km.  However, at 0.5 – 1 km grid spacings, the 
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assumptions used in the KF scheme and in most convective parameterization schemes are 
severely violated, as grid columns may now be contained entirely within a thunderstorm 
updraft, and thunderstorms are moving across grid columns in less than 30 minutes.  The 
total precipitation produced is roughly constant with increasing grid spacing.  Therefore, the 
decrease in contribution of total precipitation from the KF scheme is due equally to a 
decrease not only in the precipitation produced by the KF scheme but also to an increase of a 
roughly equal magnitude in precipitation produced by the microphysics scheme across the 
range of grid spacings within the ramp zone (not shown).  Since the updraft radius assumed 
in the KF scheme varies between 1 and 2 km, the updraft and downdraft mass fluxes are 
being unfairly restricted in the simulations that use lower grid spacing values.  Thus, 
convective scheme precipitation would be expected to decrease there.  The maximum updraft 
and downdraft velocities support the idea that the microphysics scheme can sufficiently 
resolve convective features at the low end of grid spacing values tested (Fig. 5), thus 
indicating that the KF scheme is probably not needed.  The maximum vertical velocities for 
the 0.5 km and 0.75 km simulations are roughly equal to those from similar simulations that 
had grid spacings of 50 m, 100 m, and 250 m but that did not use a CPS.  Additionally, the 
peak vertical motions decreasing with increasing grid spacing explains why the microphysics 
scheme produces less precipitation at higher grid spacings, as the convection becomes more 
and more sub-grid scale and is thus parameterized by the KF scheme. 
A count was made in each simulation for every time the KF scheme activated for 
deep convection (not for shallow convection).  The average precipitation produced by the KF 
scheme each time it activated is shown in Fig. 6.  The results are similar for each of the 
microphysics schemes and each initial sounding: as grid spacing increases, the amount of 
precipitation produced by the KF scheme increases, indicating that the scheme is 
parameterizing more of the total convection as grid spacing increases, as is expected. 
 The factor separation method was applied to isolate the impact of including a 
microphysics and/or convective scheme on precipitation.  A grid spacing of 2 km (in the 
middle of the ramp zone) was chosen.  The information is summarized in Fig. 7 and shows 
the impact from the use of the microphysics scheme alone, the convective scheme alone, and 
the synergistic interaction when both schemes are used.  It is clear that the Thompson scheme 
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is responsible for most of the precipitation throughout the period, and the KF scheme is 
responsible for significant precipitation only during the first few hours.  This is probably 
because in the period shortly after initialization only the warm bubble is present to initiate 
convection.  Relative humidity in this bubble is lower than it is in the immediate surrounding 
environment.  Therefore, grid scale saturation is not as likely as it is later once the MCS and 
its associated flow streams become established, thus making it easier for grid scale saturation 
and intense upward vertical velocities to continue convection on the grid scale.  Therefore, 
the KF scheme parameterizes more of the convection during the early period.  Interaction 
between the KF and Thompson schemes, as represented by the synergistic term, is entirely 
positive and accounts for up to 30% of the precipitation produced during the first two hours, 
but from 0% – 20% after that, indicating that the two schemes interact to produce 
precipitation, more than the KF scheme produces alone (execpt during the first 1.5 hours), 
but not nearly as much as from the Thompson scheme alone.  Thus, at 2 km the microphysics 
scheme is responsible for producing most of the precipitation, accounting for 60% – 95% of 
it.  The implication from the tests in this section is that the KF scheme becomes gradually 
less active as grid spacing decreases below 6 – 8 km, and the microphysics scheme begins to 
dominate the production of precipitation.  The KF scheme is only responsible for a fraction 
of the precipitation produced at grid spacings below 1 km.  The scheme is being called 
almost as frequently below 1 km as it is above 1 km, but it is producing less precipitation per 
activation. 
 
 2.4.3 Sensitivity of simulated precipitation to modifications to the KF scheme 
 Finally, the sensitivity of precipitation to various modifications to the KF scheme was 
tested.  The idea with these other treatments, which involve minor modifications to the 
trigger function of the scheme or alterations to some of the inputs to or outputs from the 
scheme, is to potentially improve the precipitation forecast by causing the scheme to act as if 
it were operating on a coarser grid than that of the model and therefore one where the 
physical justification for use of the scheme is more valid.  Five treatments of the KF scheme 
were tested: one treatment did not use the KF scheme – it used only a microphysics scheme 
to explicitly model convection (called control or no_KF); another treatment used the 
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unmodified KF scheme (called KF_control); the three other treatments involved the 
following modifications: 1) removal of the linear dependence of vertical motion on grid 
spacing in the trigger function (no_dx); 2) averaging the three main inputs to the KF scheme: 
vertical motion (W), temperature (T), and water vapor mixing ratio (Q) over N x N non-
overlapping grid boxes (where N is an odd integer) prior to being passed into the KF 
subroutine (ave_WTQ); and 3) averaging the heat and moisture tendencies as well as the 
convective time step precipitation rate output from the KF scheme over N x N non-
overlapping grid boxes (ave_tend).  A schematic for the averaging procedure is illustrated in 
Fig. 8. 
 Averaging values on the grid does two things: it provides for more continuity 
between adjacent grid boxes, and reduces localized extrema.  Since Lean et al. (2008) found 
that 4 km simulations without a convective parameterization scheme suffered from delayed 
initiation and too much precipitation when storms did develop, the averaging should cause 
the KF scheme to activate more frequently but not produce extreme values of precipitation.  
On the base grid of 3 km used in this portion of the present study, the averaging should cause 
the initiation process to occur faster. 
 The 2D simulations were run using a slightly different computer architecture from 
that used to run the other simulations in this study:  
 -Domain width of approximately 1000 km and height of 20 km (with the 5 km 
damping layer) 
 -Simulation length of 6 hours with output frequency of 10 minutes 
 -Model time step of 8 s for all grid spacings 
 -Thompson microphysics 
 -Values of N of 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11, which imply equivalent grid spacings of 9, 15, 21, 
27, and 33 km 
 Selected representative results are presented in Fig. 9.  The amount of precipitation 
produced seems to be insensitive to the size of the averaging box for the ave_WTQ and 
ave_tend modifications.  Also, there seems to be little difference in precipitation produced by 
the simulations using the KF_control and no_dx modifications, so ignoring the linear 
dependence of grid-resolvable vertical motion may not significantly impact the precipitation 
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forecast.  Overall, the ave_WTQ modification generally resulted in greater production of 
precipitation from the KF scheme than the KF_control treatment.  On the contrary, the 
ave_tend modification generally resulted in less production of convective scheme 
preciptiation than the KF_control treatment.  The ave_tend and ave_WTQ modifications 
generally contained more microphysical precipitation earlier in the simulations than the 
no_KF simulations, likely because the grid was too coarse to explicitly resolve intense 
convection and the convective system had not yet developed a stratiform precipitation region.   
This result may seem counterintuitive since the effectively coarser grid should cause more of 
the precipitation to be produced by the KF scheme and less from the microphysics scheme.  
However, it is possible that the averaging procedure changes the temperature and moisture 
fields so as to cause more microphysical precipitation.  Thus, the KF scheme likely aided 
timely development and evolution of the initial convection, which is one main reason why 
convective schemes are needed for coarser resolution simulations.  While results are not 
shown for simulations using the IHOP sounding, they agree well with those from the WK 
sounding. 
 These treatments also were tested by using them in a set of 12 3D real data cases.  
The simulations were run on a one-way nested pair of domains with the 3 km grid nested 
inside a 12 km grid with a 3000 km x 3000 km size.  The 3 km domain was variable in aspect 
ratio, but had an area of approximately 106 km2.  This was done to reduce the influence of the 
domain boundaries on the interior of the domain.  The coarse and fine grid time steps were 
36 and 9 s, respectively.  The Mellor-Yamada-Janjić (Mellor and Yamada 1982) scheme was 
used for boundary layer parameterization.  The Thompson scheme was used for 
microphysics.  Simulations used NAM analysis data for initial and lateral boundary 
conditions, which were fed into the model every six hours.  Each simulation was run for 24 
hours.  Most, but not all, of the simulations were initialized at 1200 UTC.  The 12 cases are 
listed in Table 2.  The value of N was chosen to be 5, resulting in an equivalent grid spacing 
of 15 km for the ave_WTQ and ave_tend modifications. 
 Verification of the model runs was performed using the Method for Object-based 
Diagnostic Evaluation (MODE) tool, a part of the Model Evaluation Tools (MET) package 
from the WRF Developmental Testbed Center (Davis et al. 2006a).  As its name suggests, 
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MODE creates objects from a data set.  Many settings which impact the definition of an 
object are user-controlled.  MODE uses fuzzy logic to compute the likelihood (expressed as a 
number between 0 and 1 called “interest”) that an object in the forecast field is the same as a 
corresponding object in the observation field.  Stage IV multi-sensor precipitation data from 
NCEP/NCAR were used as the observations.  Since the focus of the investigation was on 
initiation of convection, 1-hour and 6-hour accumulated precipitation intervals starting at 
convective initiation (CI) were used.  In this study CI was defined as the first occurrence of 
1-hour precipitation greater than 3 mm.  Since model output was 15 minutes this allowed for 
higher temporal resolution than the Stage IV data, which were available at one hour intervals.  
Therefore, timing errors in initiation were limited to one hour bins.  It should be noted that 
the threshold value used to define objects in MODE was held constant for each of the 
simulations within each case, but was allowed to vary among the 12 cases so that the object 
that represents the convection on which each case focused could be resolved.  The most 
commonly used value was 1.27 mm. 
 Various skill scores were used to rate each simulation.  Since it has been shown that 
some traditional skill scores such as the equitable threat score (ETS) can double penalize a 
forecast that has only a displacement error (e.g., Ahijevych et al. 2009), some non-traditional 
skill measures that are output from MODE were used as well as ETS and bias for 
comparison.  These other scores include the median of maximum interest (MMI; Davis et al. 
2009), the interest value between key objects (i.e., the objects that represent CI), and the 
object-based parameters of the average (across all objects in one data set) 50th percentile rain 
intensity value, total precipitation volume, area of objects, and centroid distance between all 
matched objects (pairs of objects in the forecast and observation data sets are matched when 
the interest value between them exceeds a certain value, 0.7 in this study).  The centroid 
displacement (i.e., location error) and timing error of initiation were also monitored. 
 Selected results are presented in Tables 3 – 4 and Fig. 10.  Skill scores derived 
through the use of MODE for 1-hour and 6-hour accumulated precipitation starting at 
initiation show no systematic indication that the modified KF runs (i.e., no_dx, ave_WTQ, 
and ave_tend) forecasted initiation better than the KF_control and no_KF run.  The ave_tend 
run forecast initiation well, but not 6-hour precipitation (not shown).  The average timing 
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error for initiation was early for all five treatments.  This is unexpected for the no_KF 
treatment because convective initiation is expected to be delayed (Lean et al. 2008).  The 
delay is because of the extra time it takes to saturate a grid box so that the microphysics 
scheme can bring the convection to the resolved scale.  Convection initiated earlier in the 
ave_WTQ and ave_tend simulations than in the no_KF simulations, as expected.  However, 
the formulation of the trigger function may have contributed as much to the earlier initiation 
as did the averaging itself.  The specific part of the trigger function that is responsible for this 
contribution is 
    ∆ 25      (2) 
where wg represents the grid-resolved vertical velocity at the LCL of the possible updraft 
parcel adjusted from wLCL by a scaling factor that depends on grid spacing.  This is where the 
linear dependence of grid-resolvable vertical velocity is assumed.  To check that assumption, 
a series of idealized simulations were conducted in which the initial sounding was dried to 
the point where no deep, moist convection developed.  The maximum vertical motion in 
those simulations is shown in Fig. 11.  It is clear that the relationship between maximum 
grid-resolvable vertical velocity and grid spacing is not linear.  Numerically, it is easier for 
the trigger condition to be met for higher grid spacings.  The assumed grid spacing in the 
ave_WTQ and ave_tend simulations was 15 km instead of 3 km (as it was for the three other 
treatments).  Therefore, the trigger function plays a role in the earlier initiation of convection 
in the ave_WTQ and ave_tend modifications. 
 Regardless, the skill scores showed that the KF_control treatment compares well with 
the no_KF treatment, suggesting that use of the KF scheme even at such high resolution does 
not hurt the forecast.  However, the sample size was rather small and the spread in the scores 
was very large, so the conclusions from this portion of the study should be regarded as 
preliminary.  
 
2.5 Summary and conclusions 
 In this exploratory study a series of sensitivity tests was performed using idealized 2D 
WRF simulations.  The sensitivity of simulated precipitation to the model configuration and 
to various modifications to the KF scheme was tested.  The different model configurations 
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included variations in horizontal and vertical grid spacing, choice of microphysics scheme, 
and choice of initial sounding.  The different modifications to the KF scheme included the 
removal of the linear dependence of grid resolvable vertical velocity on grid spacing (no_dx), 
averaging of the vertical velocity, temperature, and water vapor mixing ratio over N x N non-
overlapping grid boxes as those fields were input to the KF scheme (ave_WTQ), and 
averaging of the temperature and water vapor mixing ratio tendencies and the convective 
precipitation rate output from the scheme over N x N non-overlapping grid boxes (ave_tend).  
The three above modifications were coupled with two other simulation types: one that used 
the unmodified KF code as last updated from Kain (2004); and one that did not use a 
convective scheme.  These five treatments were used in a set of 3D real data cases to test the 
effectiveness of them on skill of the WRF model at forecasting the initiation of convection 
and upscale growth towards a MCS using 3 km grid spacing and 5 x 5 grid box averaging.  
All of the 2D idealized simulations were run using 81 vertical model levels which was shown 
to be sufficient to adequately model deep moist convection and a MCS. 
 A ramp zone of grid spacing values was indicated over which the partition of 
precipitation into convective scheme and microphysics scheme components rapidly shifts 
from microphysics dominated (around 0.5 – 1 km) to convective scheme dominated (around 
4 – 6 km).  The ramp zone was shown to be generally insensitive to the choice of 
microphysics scheme, but did differ between the two input soundings used.  It was shown via 
the average precipitation produced per activation of the KF scheme for deep convection that 
the scheme gradually became less active – producing less precipitation per activation – as 
grid spacing decreased below 8 km. 
 The factor separation method of Stein and Alpert (1993) was used occasionally to 
quantify the impact of different factors on simulated precipitation.  A factor separation 
analysis from a simulation using 2 km grid spacing and the two factors of yes/no use of the 
Thompson microphysics and the KF scheme showed that the KF scheme accounted for only 
a small portion of the precipitation during the initial part of the simulation period as only 
deep convection with no stratiform precipitation or mesoscale organization existed during 
that portion.  Otherwise it accounted for a negligible portion of precipitation.  Synergistic 
interaction between the two physics schemes was shown to be small compared to the 
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precipitation produced by the Thompson scheme alone.  While the KF scheme may still 
activate frequently at grid spacing values down to as low as 2.5 km (not shown), it produces 
less precipitation per activation at 2.5 km or 3 km compared to at 6 km or 8 km. 
 The ave_WTQ modification of the KF scheme tended to produce greater precipitation 
overall than the unmodified KF scheme, and that the ave_tend modification tended to 
produce less precipitation than the unmodified scheme.  The no_dx modification performed 
similarly to the unmodified scheme in the 2D tests, but did not perform as well in terms of 
model skill at forecasting convective initiation and upscale evolution in the 3D tests.  Model 
skill using the ave_tend modification was case dependent and skill using the ave_WTQ 
modification was generally not as skillful.  More importantly, the unmodified KF scheme 
performed at a similar level of skill to the simulations that did not use a convective scheme. 
The overall implications from this study are that the activity (in terms of the amount 
of precipitation produced per activation of the deep convection portion) of the KF scheme is 
relatively consistent for the coarsest grid spacings tested, 8 – 12 km, but begins to rapidly 
decline as grid spacing is refined to 0.5 km.  While the KF scheme may still activate and 
produce precipitation below 1 km, the assumptions used in the scheme are severely violated 
and the scheme should be disregarded at grid spacings that low.  Above 1 km, the KF scheme 
is producing at least 10 – 15% of the total precipitation in simulations, and that amount 
increases as grid spacing increases.  Coupled with the results using the KF scheme at 3 km in 
3D real data cases, it is shown that the unmodified KF scheme can still be used in the 1 km – 
8 km grid spacing range without hurting the preciptiation skill.  However, the unmodified KF 
scheme showed no systematic improvement in precipitation skill either, so modifications to 
the scheme, or use of a different convective parameterization would be needed to potentially 
improve the forecast.  Nonetheless, more tests are needed with a larger sample of cases to 
ensure the robustness of results. 
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2.8 Tables 
Table 1.  Average model layer thickness for the simulations with varied numbers of vertical 
levels.  The height of the domain in each of the simulations was 20 km. 
Number of vertical levels Average thickness of layers (m) 
31 643 
41 487 
61 328 
81 247 
121 165 
161 124 
241 83 
321 62 
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Table 2.  Cases for the 3D tests of the KF treatments. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Case Number 
Model 
Initialization 
(UTC) 
Model 
Initialization 
Date 
1 1800 07 May 2009 
2 0600 19 July 2008 
3 1200 22 May 2007 
4 1200 22 June 2007 
5 1200 05 May 2008 
6 1200 13 May 2009 
7 1200 01 June 2010 
8 1200 02 June 2010 
9 1200 07 June 2010 
10 1200 25 June 2010 
11 1200 11 August 2007 
12 1200 11 July 2008 
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Table 3.  Average difference between skill scores of various run types and those of the control run 
for 1-hour precipitation accumulation at initiation.  The scores labeled with “error” represent the 
difference between the value of that score for each run type and that of the observations.  Mean 
INTENSITY_50 represents the average of the 50th percentile of precipitation values of each object 
for the entire data set.  Mean INTENSITY_SUM represents the average of the total volume of 
precipitation in each object for the entire data set.  Mean CENTROID_DIST represents the average 
distance between centroids of matched object pairs between the forecast and observation data.  The 
other skill measures are defined in the text.  Values highlighted in italics are the worst score for the 
skill measure, while those in bold are the best score. 
 
Run MMI 
Mean 
INTENSITY_
50 error (mm) 
Mean 
INTENSITY_
SUM error 
(mm) 
Mean area 
error (km2) 
Mean 
CENTROID_
DIST (km) 
Bias ETS 
No KF 0.000 -0.37 -244 -533 0 1.7 0.000 
KF 
control -0.027 -0.41 -241 -263 3 2.2 0.006 
KF 
no_dx -0.039 -0.37 -134 1014 -13 4.4 0.003 
KF 5x5 
ave_WT
Q 
-0.061 -0.08 -312 71 -7 4.7 -0.001 
KF 5x5 
ave_tend -0.029 -0.34 -168 340 -12 3.3 0.009 
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Table 4.  As in Table 3 except for standard deviation. 
 
Run MMI 
Mean 
INTENSITY_50 
error (mm) 
Mean 
INTENSITY_SUM 
error (mm) 
Mean 
area 
error 
(km2) 
Mean 
CENTROID_DIST 
(km) 
Bias ETS 
No KF 0.000 0.57 1340 2434 0 1.7 0.000 
KF control 0.040 0.40 1350 2546 40 1.3 0.027 
KF no_dx 0.069 0.38 1330 2918 33 2.7 0.035 
KF 5x5 
ave_WTQ 0.049 0.33 1220 2491 63 2.7 0.036 
KF 5x5 
ave_tend 0.066 0.39 1430 3004 44 2.4 0.047 
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2.9 Figures 
Figure 1.  (a) WK sounding; (b) IHOP sounding.   
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Figure 2.  a) Vertical velocity (cm s-1) and b) domain averaged precipitation over 1-hour 
periods for idealized 2D simulations having 31, 41, 61, 81, 121, 161, 241, and 321 vertical 
levels.  The model output in (a) was taken from 12 hours into the simulations.  
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Figure 2.  (continued) 
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Figure 3.  Factor separation analysis for the impacts of vertical and horizontal resolution 
changes on simulated precipitation.  PAB represents ∆x = 2 km and 81 vertical levels (panel 
A), ∆x = 2km and 161 vertical levels (panel B), ∆x = 1 km and 81 vertical levels (panel C), 
and ∆x = 1 km and 161 vertical levels (panel D).  P00 represents ∆x = 4 km and 41 vertical 
levels (panel A), ∆x = 4 km and 81 vertical levels (panel B), ∆x = 2 km and 41 vertical levels 
(panel C), and ∆x = 2 km and 81 vertical levels (panel D).  Units of precipitation are mm grid 
point-1. 
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Figure 4.  Partition of precipitation determined by the percentage of domain total 
precipitation produced by the KF scheme for each of the microphysics schemes using the a) 
WK sounding, b) IHOP sounding. 
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Figure 5.  Domain maximum updraft and downdraft velocities for 2D simulations using the 
Thompson microphysics.  For grid spacings of 0.5 km and greater the KF scheme was used.  
For grid spacings below 0.5 km no convective scheme was used, the domain was 1000 km 
long, and the output frequency was 10 minutes instead of 12 minutes. 
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Figure 6.  Average precipitation produced per activation of the deep convection portion of 
the KF scheme.  a) WK sounding; b) IHOP sounding. 
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Figure 7.  Time series of the four terms in equation (1) using domain average hourly 
precipitation. 
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Figure 8.  Schematic illustration of the averaging process for the ave_WTQ and ave_tend 
modifications. 
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Figure 9.  Multi-panel time series of different precipitation measurements for the various 
modifications to the KF scheme for the various averaging boxes (compared to the actual 
simulations of each grid spacing value for the no KF, KF control, and no DX treatments): a) 
domain average hourly total precipitation, b) domain average hourly microphysical 
precipitation, and c) proportion of hourly precipitation from the KF scheme.   
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Figure 9.  (continued)   
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Figure 9.  (continued)   
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Figure 10.  Accumulated precipitation from initiation to 1200 UTC 02 June 2010 in case 7.  
Because initiation timing differed by 0 – 45 minutes between the different simulations, this 
amounts to approximately 18 hours of accumulated precipitation.  Units are in mm. 
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Figure 11.  Maximum vertical velocity as a function of grid spacing for a set of simulations 
in which the initial sounding was dried so that no deep, moist convection developed. 
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CHAPTER 3.  THE IMPACT OF LARGE-SCALE FORCING ON SKILL 
OF SIMULATED CONVECTIVE INITIATION AND UPSCALE 
EVOLUTION WITH CONVECTION-ALLOWING GRID SPACINGS IN 
THE WRF 
 
A paper to be submitted to Weather and Forecasting. 
 
Jeffrey D. Duda and William A. Gallus, Jr. 
 
3.1 Abstract 
 A set of warm-season MCS cases from 2006 – 2010 was simulated using the WRF 
model with 3 km grid spacing to investigate the skill at predicting the timing and location of 
convective initiation as well as the upscale evolution from the initial convection into an 
MCS.  Verification was performed on precipitation using ETS and object-based techniques.  
Case studies were conducted to highlight various factors such as the resolution of fine scale 
boundaries and instability that may be responsible for the successful or unsuccessful forecast 
of convection initiation and subsequent MCS development. 
 Initiation was found to err on average by 149 km to the west-southwest of the 
observed location.  There was no systematic temporal error, but the temporal errors were 
approximately normally distributed.  Despite earlier findings that QPF skill is a function of 
the strength of large-scale forcing, the relationship was found not to be the case in the present 
study for convective initiation.  However, the upscale evolution was better predicted for 
stronger forced events according to ETSs.  For the upscale evolution, there was moderately 
correlated agreement between ETSs and subjective ratings, and moderately correlated 
agreement between object-based and subjective ratings.  However, there was a poor 
relationship between ETSs and object-based ratings.  Reasons for the lack of a relationship 
between the strength of large-scale forcing and the model skill at forecasting initiation 
include: large-scale forcing not being well predicted according to RUC analyses, and 
resolution differing between the WRF and RUC output such that some features resolved in 
the WRF but not the RUC could be responsible for initiation. 
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3.2 Introduction 
 Mesoscale convective systems (MCS), usually present in the form of squall lines 
often accompanied by stratiform precipitation areas, are a vital component of weather across 
much of the central United States.  This is because they provide a significant portion of 
warm-season rainfall (Fritsch et al. 1986) and are responsible for the production of a large 
amount of severe weather, including severe winds, hail, tornadoes, and flash flooding 
(Doswell et al. 1996; Wheatley et al. 2006; Wakimoto et al. 2006; Gallus et al. 2008; Duda 
and Gallus 2010).  Many MCSs also spawn mesoscale convective vortices that can serve 
later as a focal point for development of new convection that may not be tied to any other 
large-scale forcing and can produce heavy precipitation (Fritsch et al. 1994; Trier and Davis 
2002).  Therefore, accurate forecasting of the occurrence and location of MCSs is important.   
 Initiation of deep, moist convection is difficult to predict and simulate using 
numerical weather prediction (NWP) models, and large field projects such as the 
International H2O Project (IHOP) of 2002 have focused on it (Weckwerth and Parsons 2006).  
It is believed that the strength of forcing for initiation on the large scale and the clarity of 
definition of surface boundaries that force surface-based deep, moist convection have an 
impact on how well a numerical model is able to predict initiation (Jankov and Gallus 2004; 
Szoke et al. 2004; Wilson and Roberts 2006).  Wilson and Roberts (2006) noted the RUC10 
predicted initiation of storms better when the forcing mechanism was a synoptic front rather 
than a gust front.  Szoke et al. (2004) concluded that the RUC and MM5 simulated initiation 
better when the surface boundary was clearly defined rather than when it was more subtle.  
The MM5 was run at sufficiently high resolutions as to not require a convective 
parameterization scheme in Szoke et al. (2004).  However, no studies that examine the skill 
of NWP models at predicting convective initiation in relation to the clarity of surface 
boundary resolution has used the WRF. 
 Crook (1996) noted that sometimes a difference in surface temperature and surface 
water vapor mixing ratio of 1° C and 1 g kg-1 can make the difference between convection 
and no convection.  As noted in Fabry (2006), the location of convection initiation is very 
sensitive to the strength of boundary layer updrafts which in turn drive moisture and 
temperature variability throughout the boundary layer.  Moisture convergence is also highly 
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variable in the boundary layer, and also affects the location of convection initiation by 
enhancing moisture in some areas while reducing it in other areas.  A similar finding from 
Martin and Xue (2006) is that sometimes very small perturbations in the boundary layer 
temperature and surface moisture or soil moisture fields (e.g., irrigation on a farm field) can 
be enough to make the difference between an intense storm and no storm in a model.  Martin 
and Xue (2006) also noted that these perturbations are within the analysis error range for 
such fields.  Thus, it is very important to accurately depict the surface moisture field, as it 
strongly impacts the accuracy of predicting convective initiation. 
 As technology and computing resources have improved over the last several years, it 
has become possible for mesoscale models to run using grid spacing fine enough to not 
require the use of a convective parameterization scheme and to explicitly model deep moist 
convection.  A range of grid spacing values between O(100 m) and 4 km have been cited in 
the literature as resolutions at which convective parameterization is no longer needed 
(Weisman et al. 1997; Bryan et al. 2003).  Only recently have studies began to look at the 
impacts of using real data to feed such three-dimensional convection-allowing models (e.g., 
Fowle and Roebber 2003; Done et al. 2004).  Many such studies have been the focus of the 
NOAA Hazardous Weather Testbed (e.g., Kain et al. 2008; Weiss et al. 2008; Xue et al. 
2009). 
 The goal of this study is to investigate the effect of large-scale forcing on model skill 
regarding the initiation and upscale evolution of convection simulated on a 3 km horizontal 
grid and to add to the growing data base of detailed analyses of model output at this 
convection-allowing grid spacing (e.g., Koch et al. 2005; Xue and Martin 2006a).  Jankov 
and Gallus (2004) discovered that the Eta model performed better in terms of quantitative 
precipitation forecasts of MCSs when the large-scale forcing was stronger.  They established 
this using traditional contingency table based skill measures.  This study will examine if the 
same relationship occurs at 3 km grid spacing using the Weather Research and Forecasting 
(WRF) model, but using object-oriented measures of skill as well as traditional objective skill 
measures (ETS and bias).  Section 3.3 discusses the experimental setup.  Section 3.4 
discusses the results from the main portions of the experiment.  Section 3.5 provides a few 
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case studies to highlight the appearance of model fields at 3 km resolution.  Discussion and 
conclusions are in section 3.6. 
 
3.3 Methodology 
 3.3.1 Case selection 
 Cases were chosen based on the occurrence of initiation of cellular convection that 
evolved into an MCS during the 2006 – 2010 period in the United States.  Specific 
preferences for these cases included: rapid, isolated initiation of convection of a cellular 
morphology (or short line segments); obvious upscale evolution to an MCS over the course 
of a few hours after initiation; and a mature MCS that was small enough to fit reasonably into 
an approximately 1000 x 1000 km domain.  To avoid confusion and contamination of an 
otherwise undisturbed atmosphere before convective initiation, the sample was also restricted 
to cases in which convection that did not become the MCS to be studied in each case did not 
break out in the region of initiation before the convection that became the MCS to be studied 
did.  Because there were a number of limitations on the accessibility of data needed to fully 
analyze a case, only 39 cases were used in the present study (Table 1).  Of these 39 cases 
three were deemed “unclassifiable” in that the model simulated the targeted system so poorly 
that full analysis could not be performed on the model output.  Twelve of the 39 were 
deemed “failure cases” since the model in some way failed to produce the observed MCS, 
but it was determined that a full analysis could still be performed on the model output.  Since 
each case focused on a specific MCS that was used to set up the model domain, the terms 
“target MCS” and “target convection” refer to the MCS on which each case focused and the 
convection that developed and evolved into that MCS, respectively, in this paper. 
 
 3.3.2 Model configuration 
 Simulations were conducted using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) 
model, version 3.1.1, using the Advanced Research WRF (ARW) dynamics core (Skamarock 
et al. 2008).  One-way nested domains were used with a 3000 km x 3000 km outer domain 
having a horizontal grid spacing of 12 km, and the inner domain having a horizontal grid 
spacing of 3 km covering an area approximately equal to a 1000 x 1000 km square (106 km2).  
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The aspect ratio of the inner domain varied to best fit the initial and mature stages of the 
target MCS.  The Thompson microphysics scheme was used (Thompson et al. 2008).  The 
Mellor-Yamada-Janjić (MYJ) planetary boundary layer (PBL) scheme was used (Mellor and 
Yamada 1982; Janjić 2002) and coupled with the Monin-Obukhov (Janjić Eta) surface layer 
scheme (Janjić 2002).  The model also used the Noah land surface model (Ek et al. 2003) and 
the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM) shortwave (Mlawer et al. 1997) and Dudhia 
longwave (Dudhia 1989) radiation schemes.  The model was initialized using North 
American Mesoscale (NAM) model analyses which have a grid spacing of 12 km.  The NAM 
Analyses were also used to feed the model with lateral boundary conditions every six hours.  
The simulations for all cases ran for 24 hours, and for most cases the simulations were 
initialized at 1200 UTC.  Output was made available every 15 minutes. 
 
 3.3.3 Analysis of procedures 
 It has been shown (e.g., Ahijevych et al. 2009) that traditional contingency table 
statistical measures such as the equitable threat score (ETS) may be inadequate for validating 
model output at high resolutions, especially since they may give a much different impression 
of the skill of a forecast than a human may subjectively give.  As an example, consider a 
squall line that is captured by a model such that the length, orientation, and intensity of 
precipitation is perfect compared to that of the observed squall line, but the modeled squall 
line is displaced 100 km from the observed squall line.  The ETS would penalize the model 
not only for the model missing the observed squall line, but also for forecasting a false alarm.  
Because of the high spatial variability of high resolution model output, a non-traditional 
method of verification was used in this study: the Method of Object-based Diagnostic 
Evaluation (MODE; Davis et al. 2006a), a product from the Model Evaluation Tools package 
created by the Developmental Testbed Center at NCAR.  MODE works by creating objects 
within each of a forecast and observation data set, then matching objects in the forecast field 
with those in the observation field according to various parameters and fuzzy logic.  
[Detailed instructions on the operation of MODE can be found in Davis et al. (2006a).]  It 
outputs several object-based measurements that can be used to score simulations using non-
tradtional means. 
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 Convective initiation was defined as the first hour in which 3 mm of precipitation 
occurred.  Stage IV multi-sensor QPE data from NCEP served as observed precipitation.  
Stage IV (ST4) data are created from radar and precipitation gauges, is analyzed and 
prepared by the NOAA NWS River Forecast Centers, and is available across a large portion 
of the CONUS at hourly intervals.  Stage IV data has a spatial resolution of approximately 
4.7 km (NCEP grid 240), and is available in 1-, 6-, and 24-hour time increments.  Thus ST4 
data are available every hour on the hour.  The ST4 data were regridded to the same grid as 
that of the model domain for each case. 
 Due to the difference in the temporal resolution between the Stage IV data and the 
model output, the timing error for convective initiation can be difficult to specify within a 
one-hour bin, especially since the events that comprise convective initiation can occur within 
one hour.  Thus, observed rainfall rate derived from level III NEXRAD reflectivity data were 
used to define convective initiation as the first time in which 0.10” of precipitation fell from 
a storm in a one hour period.  Given the 15 minute output frequency of the model, temporal 
errors could only be identified in 15 minute bins.  For example, if the required amount of 
precipitation was indicated by radar to occur in the 1900 – 1915 UTC period and in the 
model in the 1930 – 1945 UTC period, then the actual temporal error in initiation could range 
from 15 minutes to 45 minutes.  For this study the midpoint of the range of values was used 
so the error in the example would be 30 minutes.  Spatial error in initiation was computed 
using 1-hour Stage IV data instead of radar derived precipitation. 
 The skill of the model in initiation of convection was obtained using an arbitrary 
formula that has a 3D bell curve shape.  The equation is 
  
         (1) 
where t represents the temporal error, l represents the spatial error, and A and B are scaling 
parameters selected so that equal weight is given to both types of error.  A and B are scaled 
such that a one hour error is equivalent to the average distance covered by the first storm in 
the first hour after initiation from all 37 classifiable cases, which was approximately 44 km.  
This results in approximate values for A of 4.514 x 10-5 min-2 and for B of 8.492 x 10-5 km-2.  
The best score of 1.0 is achieved when a forecast has a temporal error of 0 minutes and a 
spatial error of 0 km. 
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 Although MODE was run using both 1-hour and 6-hour precipitation accumulation 
intervals (with the accumulation interval starting at initiation in both data sets), only the 
object-based statistics obtained from the 6-hour accumulation interval were used in the 
present study.  Object-based statistics from the 1-hour MODE runs were not used to 
determine model skill because large errors in terms of object shape, size, and magnitude (of 
1-hour precipitation) can exist for reasons that do not reflect true skill.  Thus, such object-
based properties were not representative of the true nature of the skill of the model in 
convection initiation in the context of this study.  Also the interest value computed from 
MODE does not account for a time offset when scoring forecasts.  Thus MODE would not 
suit the purpose of scoring the model at initiation in the context of this study. 
 This study followed the method used in Jankov and Gallus (2004) to determine the 
large-scale forcing present at initiation.  The centroid of observed 1-hour precipitation at 
initiation was used as the center point of a 4° by 4° latitude/longitude box in which the 
forcing terms were averaged.  Forcing values were computed for three different situations: 1) 
in the observation data set (20 km 0-hour RUC analyses) at the time and location of initiation 
of the observed system, 2) in the WRF output at the time and location of observed initiation 
regardless of whether the target convection was present or not, and 3) in the WRF output at 
the time and location of initiation in the model.  Five measures of large-scale forcing were 
used: 700 hPa omega, surface frontogenesis, 200 hPa divergence, 250-850 hPa differential 
vorticity advection, and 850 hPa temperature advection.  Forcing values were also computed 
for the three situations by averaging the measures in a 1° by 1° latitude/longitude box using 
the same measures except the latter two in the list above, as those are quasi-geostrophic 
measures of forcing and are not applicable on this fine scale.  The 1° by 1° box forcing 
values were computed to further isolate the precise forcing at initiation.  To keep the height 
above ground level used in the quasi-geostrophic forcing measures roughly consistent 
between cases, the 800 hPa level was used in place of the 850 hPa level when the center of 
the averaging box was west of about 100° W longitude in the Central Plains, as the 
increasing terrain height over the plains results in the 850 hPa level being close to the surface 
west of that longitude. 
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3.4 Results and analysis 
 The temporal and distance error for initiation in each of the 37 classifiable cases, as 
well as the skill score and the rank by case, is shown in Table 2.  Some of these data are also 
shown graphically in Fig. 1a.  In all but two of the cases that initiated late, there was a 
southerly component to the location error.  Also, the error had a westward component in 
most cases (24, or 65%).  The average error was 146 km west and 31 km south, or 149 km to 
the west-southwest of the observed location.  The average timing error for initiation was only 
-0.56 minutes, but the timing errors were approximately normally distributed, so canceling of 
early and late errors accounts for this outcome.   
  The overall strength of large-scale forcing was computed by summing the ranks of 
the forcing values of each forcing measure.  The comparison between the strength of large-
scale forcing and the skill score for initiation is shown by the scatterplots in Fig. 2.  It is clear 
that there is no relationship between strength of forcing and the skill in convection initiation, 
nor is there a relationship between the strength of forcing and the location or timing error 
alone (not shown).  The reason for the lack of relationship could be related to how well the 
model predicted the large-scale forcing.  As can be seen in the scatterplots in Fig. 3, the 
model did not predict the large-scale forcing well either, except for 850 hPa temperature 
advection.  This could be because NAM analysis data were used as initial and lateral 
boundary conditions, while RUC output was used to represent observations.  It should also be 
noted that RUC analysis data are partially based on previous hourly RUC model simulations 
and may not represent the true state of the atmosphere at any one hour. 
 As a check on the impact of the data used to compute the large-scale forcing, forcing 
measures were computed using NAM analysis and GFS analysis data for the four cases in 
which the forcing was computed at either 0000, 0600, 1200, or 1800, the times when all data 
are available.  These values were compared with the values obtained from the RUC analysis 
data.  The data set that the WRF matched best was nearly uniformly split between the NAM, 
GFS, and RUC analyses.  Also, for most forcing measures and for most of the four cases, the 
forcing value differed by more than 10%.  Thus it is difficult to accurately quantify the 
strength of large-scale forcing over a region when different analysis data, none of which may 
accurately represent the true state of the atmosphere, disagree.  Since deep, moist convection 
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and its precursors evolve over such a short period of time, the highest resolution temporal 
data available – RUC analyses – were used in the present study.  The error and lack of 
relationship could also be explained by the difference in resolution between the RUC 
analyses and WRF output.  The WRF ran at 3 km, which is an order of magnitude finer than 
that of the RUC analyses.  Therefore features on finer scales could be resolved in the WRF 
than the RUC.  An example would be a storm scale outflow boundary.  Such features have 
more impact on the initiation of convection and would not be resolved in the RUC data.  
Additionally, other features that were not relevant to initiation may have existed within the 
averaging box, thus skewing the data and making it less representative of the localized 
forcing for initiation. 
 The use of microphysics and boundary layer parameterization schemes could also 
impact the overall skill of the model and thus possibly result in a better (or worse) 
relationship between model skill and the strength of large-scale forcing.  However, it is 
beyond the scope of the present study to test the sensitivity of this relationship to choice of 
boundary layer or microphysics parameterizations.  The Thompson microphysics and MYJ 
PBL scheme are used in other similarly configured operational and experimental WRF 
simulations such as the High-Resolution Rapid Refresh (http://ruc.noaa.gov/hrrr/), the NSSL 
4 km version (http://www.nssl.noaa.gov/wrf/), and an experimental NCEP version 
(http://www.emc.ncep.noaa.gov/mmb/mpyle/cent4km/conus/00/), so their use is not unusual. 
 Despite the overall lack of a relationship between the strength of large-scale forcing 
and the skill of the model in forecasting convection initiation, there might be other valuable 
commonalities or relationships.  The specific forcing mechanism responsible for initiation in 
each of the observed cases was classified (e.g., cold front, warm front, dryline, orography, 
outflow boundary; Table 2).  The same was done for each simulation to determine if the 
same forcing mechanism caused initiation in each case.  The mechanism was the same in 22 
(61%) of the cases and was different in 11 (31%) of the cases.  For the remaining cases it was 
difficult to determine if the mechanism was the same due to the subjective classification of 
the forcing mechanisms.  Of the top 25% (i.e., top nine) of cases in terms of strength of 
forcing, the forcing mechanism was a surface low or triple point between two fronts (warm 
and cold, warm and dryline, cold and dryline etc.) in five (55%) of those cases.  There was 
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not a common forcing mechanism among the weakest forced 25% of cases.  Of the top 25% 
of cases in terms of skill at forecasting initiation, a surface low or triple point between fronts 
was also noted to be common, but this was found in only four (44%) of the cases.  The 
implication is that the enhanced surface convergence and resultant upward forcing commonly 
associated with these features provided stronger forcing for initiation.  When considering that 
these features also forced initiation more skillfully, there is some evidence that initiation is 
better forecast for some stronger-forced cases, but not all.  There was not a common forcing 
mechanism among the least skillful cases. 
The upscale evolution of convection towards an MCS was evaluated using several 
methods, including traditional objective skill measures (ETS and bias) and object-based 
measures obtained from MODE in the cases using 6-hour precipitation starting at initiation.  
Specific object-based attributes that were obtained include the area of the object representing 
the targeted convection, the value of the 50th percentile of precipitation intensity within that 
object, and the total precipitation volume of that object.  A subjective evaluation was also 
conducted independently by rating each forecast on a scale from one to five, with one 
representing a poor forecast that offers little or no relevant value to a forecaster, and five 
representing an excellent forecast that has most, if not all, aspects of the forecast correct.  
The object-based scores from MODE and the subjective evaluation focused only on the 
targeted convection.  Since the modeled convection did not always initiate at the same time 
as the observed convection, two different time periods were used for evaluation.  One period, 
called the free time forecast, refers to the 6-hour time period containing the first six hours of 
the targeted convection in the model regardless of whether that matches the time period of 
the first six hours of convection in the Stage IV data.  The other period, called the fixed time 
forecast, refers to the 6-hour time period containing the first six hours of the observed 
convection regardless of whether the targeted convection had developed in the model.  It is 
necessary to do this since MODE currently lacks the ability to incorporate timing differences 
into its scoring.  For 10 of the cases MODE was unable to completely separate either the 
forecast or observed precipitation from other non-targeted precipitation when creating 
objects.  Thus, the object-based scores were not reliable for those cases and they were 
excluded from the evaluation, as are the values of other scoring measures for those cases 
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when direct comparisons are made.  The object-based measures are ranked by the average 
relative error to obtain one score for each case.  Likewise, the 0.01”, 0.05”, and 0.10” 
threshold ETS scores are averaged and ranked to obtain one score for each case. 
The comparison between the object-based and ETS ranking is shown in the 
scatterplot in Fig. 4a.  For only a small number of cases did the rank using one technique 
closely match that using the other technique.  This indicates that there was not much 
agreement between using object-based parameters and ETSs to verify high resolution 
precipitation forecasts, a finding that disagrees with Gallus (2010) [but the ratings did not 
apply to an ensemble in the present study like they did in Gallus (2010)].  Also it must be 
noted that by definition, ETS is an evaluation of the entire model domain, whereas the 
object-based score is an evaluation of only the precipitation that comprises the target 
convection.  The comparison between the subjective rating and ETS ranking is shown in Fig. 
4b.  There was general agreement in that the cases that had the best ETSs (lowest rank) also 
tended to have the highest subjective ratings, and the cases that had the worst ETSs (highest 
rank) also tended to have the lowest subjective ratings.  Again, such exceptions may be 
because the ETS is an evaluation of the entire domain, and not only of the target MCS.  The 
comparison between the object-based rank and subjective rating is shown in Fig. 4c.  Again, 
there was general agreement between the two techniques. 
Finally, although ETS may not always reflect the true skill of high resolution 
precipitation forecasts, there was a relationship between the strength of large-scale forcing 
and 6-hour ETSs, especially for the fixed and free time forecast periods (Fig. 5).  It can be 
seen clearly that for all thresholds the strongest-forced cases had distincly higher ETSs than 
the weakest-forced cases.  Of course, the biases must be considered in comparisons of ETS 
since large biases can result in increased ETS without increased skill (Hamill 1999).  The 
mean biases tended to increase for decreasing strength of forcing, indicating that ETS scores 
were probably not being inflated for the strongest forced cases (Fig. 6).  Thus, there was 
evidence from using ETSs that strength of large-scale forcing implies a better forecast of the 
precipitation of the upscale evolution of the convection towards an MCS.  This is in general 
agreement with the findings of Jankov and Gallus (2004).  There was a hint of a positively 
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correlated relationship using object-oriented scoring techniques (not shown), but the 
relationship was much weaker than it was using ETSs.   
When forecasting the initiation of surface-based convection it may be useful to use 
the convective temperature.  The convective temperature is defined as the surface 
temperature that corresponds to that of an air parcel brought dry-adiabatically down from the 
convective condensation level (CCL).  The CCL is the level at which the saturation mixing 
ratio is equal to that of the average mixing ratio in the lowest 100 hPa of the troposphere.  If 
there are multiple vertical levels where this match occurs, the CCL is taken to be the highest 
such level.  If the surface temperature reaches the convective temperature, convection can 
develop without an outside source of forcing, such as a front.  The convective temperature 
also delineates areas where, with forcing present, convection may soon develop.  Convective 
temperature indicates only the amount of surface heating needed to eliminate convective 
inhibition (CIN). 
To determine the usefulness of the convective temperature for initiation in the present 
study, time series of convective temperature deficit (i.e., Tconv - Tsfc) leading up to initiation 
were analyzed for each of the cases (Fig. 7).  The surface-based nature of the initial 
convection was determined by analyzing model soundings taken at initiation.  If the highest 
equivalent potential temperature in the lowest 500 hPa of the troposphere was at or very near 
the surface, the case was classified as surface-based.  If there was a marked inversion and the 
highest equivalent potential temperature was above the boundary layer, the case was 
classified as elevated.  If the level of maximum equivalent potential temperature was between 
these thresholds, the case was classified as near-surface-based or non-surface based based on 
the consideration of the time of day and the best judgment.  For most cases in which the 
initial convection was surface-based the convective temperature deficit was minimal, 
generally less than 4° C (a negative deficit would indicate that the convective temperature 
had been exceeded).  The two cases in which the initial convection was elevated had two of 
the highest four convective temperature deficits at initiation.  The two cases with near-
surface-based initial convection had convective temperature deficits that were larger than 
those for most of the surface-based cases, but that were equal to or less than those of the non-
surface-based cases.  The implication is that the convective temperature is useful in 
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determining at least the timing of convective initiation, as initiation becomes much more 
likely as the convective temperature deficit decreases towards 0.0° C. 
There are a number of reasons why the relationship was not better.  In cases in which 
the planetary boundary layer was not particularly well mixed and convection initiated at 
some other time than during the peak daytime heating, the convective temperature would not 
be expected to be useful.  Also, even in the presence of a neutral (i.e, dry adiabatic) lapse 
rate, an initial upward perturbation of a parcel is needed to initiate convection.  Additionally, 
given the high spatial variability found in surface temperature and surface and low-level 
moisture, horizontal advection may have carried a stable parcel in one grid column into a 
column in which the stratification was unstable, thus increasing the chances for convective 
initiation even in an area with a large convective temperature deficit. 
 
3.5 Case studies 
 To gain insight into successes and failures in model initiation of convection or 
upscale evolution, a more detailed analysis of some illustrative cases from the present study 
follows.  The discussion for each case begins with the synoptic overview, if appropriate, and 
the forcing which initiated the target convection for both the observations and the model, 
followed by a radar reflectivity overview of the observed and modeled period.  For a better 
comparison between the model and observed data (RUC analyses), the model output was 
regridded to match that of the RUC analyses and shown where labeled. 
 
 3.5.1 Case 11 – 1200 UTC 22 May 2008 to 1200 UTC 23 May 2008 
 Case 11 was a failure case because the model failed to evolve the convection that 
initiated into the target MCS.  However, it initiated the target convection with a high degree 
of temporal and spatial accuracy. 
 Synoptically, a pattern often favoring convection in the central U.S. was present: a 
large upper level trough spanned the western United States while multiple short wave 
disturbances rounded the trough and moved over the central high Plains.  At the surface low 
pressure remained mostly stationary in northern Colorado during the pre-convective1 hours.  
                                                            
1
 The term “pre-convective” is used to describe the time period before the initiation of the target convection. 
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A frontal boundary extended east-southeast (ESE) from the surface low through eastern 
Colorado and into far western Kansas and also remained nearly stationary through the 
afternoon.  The front was the result of a warm front merging with a dryline.  Therefore, the 
boundary will be hereafter referred to as a hot/dry front.  Away from the hot/dry front, the 
warm front extended ESE through western and southern Kansas and lifted slowly northward 
through the afternoon.  The dryline extended southward from the triple point – the point 
where the three fronts intersected, which hovered over the Kansas-Colorado border – through 
western Kansas and the Texas and Oklahoma panhandles.  The gradient of surface dew point 
along the dryline tightened and a wind shift – with southwest winds to the west of the dryline 
and south-southeast winds to the east of the dryline – formed after 1800 UTC (Fig. 8a).  The 
model resolved the major synoptic scale boundaries quite well compared to the observations 
(RUC analysis data; Fig. 8b).  The model placed the triple point slightly west-northwestward 
along the hot/dry front than where it was in the observations. 
 Surface convergence was strong along the dryline, but much stronger along the 
hot/dry front, especially near the triple point.  It was also very strong around the triple point 
in the model.  Initiation of observed convection occurred as surface-parcel-based convective 
available potential energy (SBCAPE) increased to nearly 2000 J kg-1 and surface-parcel-
based convective inhibition (SBCIN) decreased to around 30 J kg-1.  This allowed parcels 
forced strongly upward by the strong convergence along the boundaries to break through a 
weakening capping inversion above the surface and spawn deep moist convection.  In the 
model, the convective temperature was approached at the surface, so upward motion from the 
strong surface convergence forced initiation of the target convection.  Initiation was in good 
timing relative to the observations. 
 Therefore, convection initiated in the correct time and location due to the accuracy 
with which the simulation captured the observed synoptic and thermodynamic scenario.  A 
poor depiction of the developing cold pool by the microphysics scheme in the model may 
have contributed to the failed upscale evolution of the system.  Improper cold pool depiction 
has been shown to disrupt convection (Deng and Stauffer 2006).  Surface observations 
indicate that the cold pool was reasonably well simulated, but data are not available aloft to 
determine if the cold pool depth was properly simulated.  Otherwise it is difficult to 
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determine what factors contributed to the failure of the model to correctly evolve the system 
upscale. 
 Based on observed radar data, the target convection developed in western Kansas and 
eastern Colorado starting around 1830 UTC.  In agreement with the observations the model 
developed the target convection also in far eastern Colorado beginning just after 1830 UTC.  
By 2020 UTC two broken lines of discrete storm cells existed in the observations: one was 
oriented NNW-SSE across southwestern Nebraska and northwestern Kansas, while the other 
had the same orientation and was located just to the west of the first one (Fig. 9a).  The 
individual cells were moving north or NNE.  Although additional convection developed in 
both directions along the dryline after initiation in the model, no second line existed as in the 
observations (Fig 9b).  The two lines in the observations merged through about 0100 UTC 23 
May due to deviant motion of individual storms to become a larger north-to-south oriented 
squall line with a small amount of stratiform precipitation accompanying the storms along 
the northern portion of the line, which extended into southwestern South Dakota.  The 
strongest and most isolated storms remained along the southern portion of the line – from 
northwestern Kansas and southward – through the rest of the life of the convective system.  
Meanwhile, in the model, the line did not appear to move much during the first few hours 
after initiation due to the orientation of the line and the movement of the individual cells.  
The line eventually moved slowly north and east as individual storm cells developed and 
dissipated within the line.  A string of discrete cells developed in northeastern Colorado and 
the Nebraska panhandle starting just before 2300 UTC, behind the main line in the model.  
Those cells moved northwest and dissipated by 0100 UTC. 
 Morphological evolution towards a trailing stratiform precipitation squall line 
occurred after 0000 UTC in the observations.  Similarly, continued development and 
progression of the modeled convection in the main line resulted in a NW-SE oriented, but not 
quite solid, line of high reflectivity and strong convection across western Kansas and western 
Nebraska by 0100 UTC.  Other convection in southwestern South Dakota accompanied this 
line.  This matches the observed reflectivity in terms of size and intensity, but the orientation 
differs.  At 0100 UTC a new line of storm cells developed in western Kansas behind the first 
line.  This did not occur in the observations.  This line was oriented SSW-NNE. 
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 By 0220 UTC a bowing segment appeared along the Nebraska-Kansas border in the 
observations.  It surged north and east over the next few hours and the remainder of the 
squall line to the north moved along with it.  By about 0500 UTC a squall line with a 
transition zone and stratiform region extended across much of central Nebraska and south-
central South Dakota (Fig. 9c).  Meanwhile, in the model, the main line solidified (in terms 
of reflectivity) as it moved north and east, but the strongest convection remained along the 
southeastern portion of the line, matching the observations.  The second line that developed 
in the model around 0100 UTC intensified, elongated, and collided with the back of the first 
line, especially in central and southwestern Nebraska around 0300 UTC.  Although 
development of new convection along the southeastern flank of the squall line continued for 
several hours in the model, the main squall line became disorganized after 0400 UTC in 
south-central Nebraska, which differs greatly from the observations.  While the line was 
becoming less organized, the second line continued to collide with the southern portion of the 
first line and eventually became the new southern portion of it by 0500 UTC or so (Fig. 9d).  
However, as time passed in the model this area of convection began to dissipate as did most 
of the squall line in Nebraska. 
 As the leading edge of convection crossed the Missouri River into western Iowa 
around 0800 UTC the observed MCS began to slowly weaken (Fig. 9e).  The MCS retained 
its identity until it reached northern Illinois around 1700 UTC.  Meanwhile, disorganization 
and weakening continued through the remainder of the simulation.  By about 0900 UTC 
there was little remaining of the modeled squall line (Fig. 9f).  However, much of the 
reflectivity in South Dakota persisted as it continued to move northward.  Through the last 
few hours of the simulation there was widespread convective development across western 
Iowa and eastern Nebraska likely forced by a nocturnal low-level jet, but no squall line ever 
moved into Iowa. 
 To summarize, the model forecast the initiation of the target convection on time and 
in the correct location even though it was a six-hour forecast.  This is because it placed the 
dryline, warm front, and hot/dry front in approximately the correct location.  Although the 
modeled convection eventually evolved upscale into a squall line as in the observations, it 
dissipated several hours too early and did not grow as large as the observed MCS. 
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 3.5.2 Case 7 – 1200 UTC 01 June 2010 to 1200 UTC 02 June 2010 
 Case 7 was a successful case in the sense that the model developed the target 
convection at nearly the correct time and the convection evolved into an MCS with a shape 
matching that of the observations.  Also, the track of the MCS was very good, although it 
moved too quickly.  However, the target convection in the model developed very far from 
where the observed convection developed and due to different forcing mechanisms.  Much 
like in case 11, the modeled MCS also weakened and dissipated too early.  Little attention is 
paid to the synoptic scale for this case as the target MCS likely developed due to the 
influence of mesoscale features.  However, it should be noted that a low-amplitude 
shortwave trough was moving eastward across the northern Rocky Mountains region early in 
the period and may have provided some lift to trigger convection. 
 Regarding the observations, a band of convection developed along a WSW-ENE 
oriented line across northern Nebraska and southern South Dakota during the morning.  This 
convection produced an outflow boundary which moved southward across Nebraska during 
the early afternoon.  There was strong surface convergence associated with this outflow 
boundary (Fig. 10a).  The model captured some of this convection, developing it at 1500 
UTC.  This convection was short lived, however, and the target convection developed in the 
same area while the morning convection was dissipating. 
 In the observations, an additional cluster of convection moved east across southern 
Nebraska, also during late morning to midday.  This cluster of convection produced a weaker 
and more subtle outflow boundary that moved north during the early afternoon.  This outflow 
boundary delineated a west-east oriented gradient in SBCAPE, with greater values to the 
south of the gradient.  The model did not capture the weaker convection very well as it 
produced most of the precipitation in northern Kansas.  However, a remnant outflow 
boundary from a separate occurrence of morning precipitation that fell across northern 
Nebraska was evident in the model before 1800 UTC, after which the boundary mixed out 
horizontally and winds became uniformly southeasterly (Fig. 11).  Despite the presence of 
more than 2000 J kg-1 of CAPE, minimal CIN, and weak to moderate upward motion in the 
lower troposphere, no convection formed along this outflow boundary.  However, one 
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isolated strong cell formed in central Nebraska to the west of the boundary around 1900 UTC 
along a narrow, but strong band of surface convergence.  It formed in an area of minimal 
CIN, high CAPE (up to 4000 J kg-1), and nearly zero convective temperature deficit (i.e., 
Tconv – Tsfc).  However, the storm dissipated about two hours after it formed.  It is possible 
that gravity waves emanating from the pre-existing and strengthening convection to the north 
and west in northern Nebraska restricted the continued upward motion within the isolated 
storm, or in the case of the boundary to the east, completely inhibited it.  Thus, no convection 
initiated in the model near where it did in the observations, and the convection that developed 
near the Nebraska-South Dakota border became dominant and evolved into the target MCS. 
 Meanwhile, initiation of observed convection occurred as the two outflow boundaries 
in Nebraska collided near the SBCAPE gradient around 1900 UTC.  In the model on the 
other hand, both the morning and target convection initiated due to a WSW-ENE oriented 
band of moderate to strong upward motion in the 850 – 650 hPa layer (Fig. 10b) in response 
to the nose of a low-level jet.  As CAPE increased in the area not affected by the cold pool of 
the early convection as daytime heating continued, convective inhibition (CIN) weakened, 
allowing the surface convergence along the outflow boundary, coupled with the lift from just 
above the surface, to initiate the target convection just before 1700 UTC.  The low-level jet 
was also present in the RUC analyses as was the WSW-ENE oriented band of upward 
motion.  It was difficult to determine if the upward motion was due to convergence at the 
nose of the LLJ, but it is presumed to in this case study.  Nonetheless, due to contamination 
by the early convection it is difficult to determine if this upward motion persisted and 
contributed to the upward motion that aided initiation. 
 Observed radar showed a bowing MCS – the target MCS – developed in eastern 
Nebraska and western Iowa during the late afternoon and early evening of 01 June 2010.  
The MCS began around 1900 UTC as weak convection – the target convection – developed 
along the combined outflow boundary discussed earlier.  In contrast, the model developed the 
target convection near the Nebraska-South Dakota border between 1600 and 1700 UTC in 
the wake of previous convection.  The target convection had the morphology of a few 
individual cells, agreeing with the observations. 
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 At around 2030 UTC in the observations, individual cells intensified (Fig. 12a).  The 
individual storms along the outflow boundary remained discrete as they moved ESE until 
about 2230 UTC when upscale evolution began and an MCS formed (Fig. 12b).  In the 
model, the initial cells moved ESE for about two hours before convection rapidly filled the 
space between them and the system began to grow into a WSW-ENE oriented line across 
northern Nebraska by 1900 UTC (Fig. 12c).  Almost immediately after the beginning of the 
evolution a portion of the developing line in northeastern Nebraska surged ESE, thus giving 
the entire convective system a curl to it along its northeastern flank (Fig. 12d) [given the 
obvious visual rotation in the simulated reflectivity field animation (not shown) it is likely 
that an MCV had formed in this region of curling.  This curl was not evident in the 
observations until several hours later.]. 
 In the observations, as the developing WSW-ENE oriented line of convection back 
built in southeastern Nebraska and was joined by additional convection developing in 
western Iowa, a line-echo wave pattern was evident briefly between about 2300 UTC and 
0200 UTC 02 June (Fig. 12e).  Over the next several hours, convection back built along the 
line in central Nebraska, thus elongating it.  Starting around 0000 UTC 02 June in the model, 
weak precipitation formed in northwestern Iowa in such a way as to give the target MCS a 
hint of a line-echo wave pattern just like in the observations (Fig. 12f).  However, this new 
precipitation was only of marginal convective intensity. 
 A large expanse of stratiform precipitation had developed in Iowa behind the 
convective line through the early life of the observed MCS.  The model had stratiform 
precipitation associated with the squall line, but the areal coverage was smaller.  The leading 
line of convection in the observations bowed across southern Iowa and northern Missouri 
after 0200 UTC as the MCS accelerated to the ESE.  In contrast, as most of the leading 
convective line in the model moved into western Iowa between 0000 and 0300 UTC it 
detached in western Iowa.  This detachment left one shorter bowing squall line moving 
southeast across southwestern Iowa and one large area of intense convection associated with 
the MCV moving east across northern Iowa (Fig. 12g).  This detachment did not occur until 
much later in the observations. 
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 In the observations, the leading line of convection began to cross the Mississippi 
River into western Illinois around 0500 UTC, and the MCS continued to move ESE (Fig. 
12h).  It finally weakened at around 1000 UTC as the leading line of convection became 
crescent shaped and had moved mostly through Illinois and into northwestern Indiana.  In the 
model on the other hand, the bowing squall line weakened starting around 0500 UTC as it 
was crossing into northern Missouri (Fig. 12i).  It had significantly weakened by the time it 
crossed into western Illinois around 0730 UTC. 
 The observed MCS had mostly dissipated by 1400 UTC.  Remnant convection 
continued into the next afternoon, reaching Ohio and parts of Ontario, Canada as the next 
diurnal cycle of convection developed along the former front edge of the MCS.  The modeled 
squall line, on the other hand, contained very little simulated reflectivity by 0930 UTC, when 
it was considered to be fully dissipated.  The other patch of intense convection associated 
with the MCV also was weakening, but persisted for slightly longer than did the squall line. 
 To summarize, the target convection initiated in the model at approximately the 
correct time, but with large spatial displacement compared to the observations.  This error is 
due to the model’s inaccurate depiction of the outflow boundaries that caused development in 
the observations.  Despite the large spatial error, the modeled MCS matured in a similar way 
to the observations, and the modeled mature MCS appeared similar to the observed one in 
reflectivity data.  However, the modeled MCS dissipated too early. 
 
 3.5.3 Case 24, I – 1200 UTC 01 April 2006 to 1200 UTC 02 April 2006 
 Case 24, part I, was the only case in which the target convection completely failed to 
initiate in the model.    
 The axis of a shortwave trough with neutral tilt was located over Utah and Arizona at 
0000 UTC 02 April.  It propagated eastward during the period.  The quasi-geostropic 
processes associated with this disturbance led to lee troughing on the eastern slopes of the 
Rocky Mountains.  The result was a surface dryline.  This dryline moved into far western 
Texas during the afternoon of 01 April.  The dryline consisted of two separate moisture 
gradients: one weak gradient with a north-to-south orientation that remained stationary in 
western Texas (the eastern gradient), and a second, tighter gradient that moved eastward 
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from New Mexico while remaining west of the other gradient.  The model showed a similar 
structure of the dryline at the surface.  It showed at least two north-to-south oriented 
gradients in far western Texas and eastern New Mexico which moved east at different 
speeds.  The gradient farthest to the east was weaker than that to the west and was associated 
with more moisture and more CAPE. 
 There was a wind shift from southerly to southwesterly along the eastern dewpoint 
gradient in the RUC analyses.  The wind shift along the western gradient was variable.  Near 
the region of initiation there was almost no change in wind direction along the western 
gradient, but there was speed convergence (Fig. 13a).  In the model there was no wind shift at 
all along the western gradient (Fig. 13b).  The wind shift – from southerly to south-
southwesterly winds – could be seen along the eastern gradient in the RUC analyses.  It 
provided the strongest convergence at the surface, and initiation occurred along this band of 
convergence.  A similar wind shift and convergent band could also be seen in the model. 
 Due to the weakness of the eastern moisture gradient in the RUC analyses, sufficient 
low-level moisture was present east of the western gradient such that around 1500 J kg-1 of 
SBCAPE remained where initiation occurred in west-central Texas (Fig. 14a).  The resulting 
upward motion from the forcing is shown in Fig. 15a.  In the region of the model where 
observed convection initiated MUCIN was higher, the convective temperature was not 
reached, and vertical motion was weaker (Fig. 14b, 15b) than in the RUC analyses.  [Extreme 
values of vertical motion were reduced in Fig. 15b due to interpolation.  Some extreme 
values were reduced by a factor of 5.]  Also, a sounding showed that the model was drier 
through an approximately 150 hPa deep layer above the boundary layer.  The sounding also 
showed the boundary layer in the model was shallower than that in the RUC analyses.  Thus, 
air parcels would not be able to rise as high from the boundary layer eddy circulations, and 
air parcels above the boundary layer top would experience entrainment of drier air which 
would weaken updrafts.  Thus, it makes sense that convection never developed in the model 
where it did in the observations. 
 Weak convection did occur at 2200 UTC in the model in an area that was displaced 
slightly from where convection developed in the observations.  Most unstable CIN (MUCIN) 
– or the CIN of the parcel with the highest theta-e in the lower troposphere – dropped to 
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below 10 J kg-1 and convective temperature was reached in an area along the eastern 
moisture gradient (Fig. 16).  Moderate surface convergence and a localized maximum of 
vertical motion were found between 800 and 750 hPa (Fig. 17a) in the same area.  Despite a 
vertical profile of temperature and moisture showing minimal capping (Fig. 17b), convection 
failed to intensify and persist.  The difference between parcel and environmental temperature 
in the 100 hPa layer above the LFC was constantly small, so perhaps the failure was 
attributable to sufficient entrainment of unsaturated environmental air into any updrafts that 
reached their LFC. 
 Observed radar data showed initiation of the target convection occurred just after 
2100 UTC 01 April near Lubbock, TX (Fig. 18a) in the form of a cluster of cells.  This 
cluster moved northeast over the next few hours.  In the model a few small spots of low 
reflectivity briefly appeared in northwestern Texas and western Oklahoma between 2200 
UTC and 0000 UTC (Fig. 18b).  However, the convection quickly dissipated.  Therefore this 
was the only time during which the observations and the model agreed most closely. 
 Regarding the observations, a few additional cells developed along the Oklahoma-
Texas border between 2200 and 2300 UTC and joined the existing cluster to the southwest 
by 0200 UTC 02 April to form a squall line in western Oklahoma (Fig. 18c).  Initially there 
was very little stratiform precipitation associated with this squall line.  However, by 0500 
UTC much stratiform precipitation had developed along the northern portion of the squall 
line in northern Oklahoma and southeastern Kansas such that a well-defined transition zone 
and stratiform region were visible in reflectivity to accompany this trailing stratiform 
precipitation MCS (Fig. 18d).  The southern portion of the leading convective line bowed out 
slightly as it entered southwestern Missouri and northwestern Arkansas around 0700 UTC.  
At 0800 UTC noticeable weakening began, but the system maintained its structure for several 
more hours before fully dissipating in Illinois and Indiana the next morning. 
 To summarize, the model performed poorly with case 24, part I, because it did not 
develop the targeted convection or the subsequent MCS.  In fact, the model contained very 
little indication of deep moist convection near where it developed in the observations.  This 
case is therefore an example of how the WRF can miss mesoscale convective systems despite 
simulating the observed large-scale scenario reasonably well.  It resembles the event studied 
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in Gallus et al. (2005), and this case could be an example of a convective system that cannot 
be accurately forecast with the current state of physics schemes and initial and lateral 
boundary data.  A similar finding came from case 22 in which even an ensemble of 
simulations using different microphysics schemes were unable to capture the observed MCS. 
 
 3.5.4 Case 34 – 1200 UTC 17 June 2006 to 1200 UTC 18 June 2006 
 Case 34 was unclassifiable because the model developed storms over a widespread 
area almost simultaneously such that it was not possible to define the target convection 
within the model.  Also, the observed MCS never materialized. 
 A large-amplitude shortwave trough had its axis located directly over Oklahoma and 
northern Texas at 0000 UTC 18 June.  The cooler air aloft associated with this trough 
resulted in generally 1500 – 2500 J kg-1 of SBCAPE in most of Texas and Oklahoma, and 
less than 50 J kg-1 of CIN in southwest Oklahoma where observed convection initiated.  In 
most of the rest of Texas and Oklahoma east of a frontal boundary, which lay across far 
western Texas, CIN remained moderate (above 50 J kg-1) through the late afternoon which 
explains the lack of widespread convective development (Fig. 19a).  In contrast, the model 
predicted too little surface CIN (Fig. 19b) so convection developed in a widespread area of 
the domain.  Also, the convective temperature was reached across a large area (Fig. 20) 
during the mid to late afternoon. 
 Convergence was somewhat weak at the front in the observations, but there was 
moderate to strong upward motion in the lower troposphere to support convective initiation 
(Fig. 21a).  While convergence at the front in the model was also weak, upward motion for 
convective initiation was not as strong (Fig. 21b). 
 According to observed radar data, two MCSs from the previous night were ongoing at 
the start of the period: one in central and southern Texas, the other in eastern Oklahoma.  The 
Texas MCS weakened slowly as it moved east.  It was out of the state and almost fully 
dissipated by 2130 UTC.  The Oklahoma MCS was already very weak at the start of the 
period and quickly dissipated into scattered showers in Arkansas.  The model did a very poor 
job representing the early ongoing MCSs.  In fact there was very little convection in the 
model domain before about 1800 UTC. 
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 One or two thunderstorms had developed and moved through central Oklahoma in the 
observations when the target convection developed in southwestern Oklahoma and far 
northwestern Texas in the form of a cluster of cells just after 1800 UTC.  These storms 
developed along a WSW-ENE oriented frontal boundary that had stalled.  They did not move 
much during the first few hours of their lives, but any movement was only along the front.  
Some of the storms moved ENE and would eventually evolve into a small convective cluster.  
Although storms also developed in the model around 1800 UTC, much unlike the 
observations the development was located in central Oklahoma and points eastward and was 
followed by more development in southeastern Oklahoma and into northeastern Texas after 
1900 UTC.  Then, starting around 2000 UTC, widespread convection developed in west-
central, central, and northern Texas and southern/southwestern Oklahoma. 
 The observed storms that moved WSW along the stalled front are the focus for this 
case.  After 2100 UTC new storms developed along the front in west-central Texas.  
Additional storms also developed in northern Texas, just to the south of the existing storms, 
around 0000 UTC 18 June (Fig. 22a).  As this final wave of storms developed the movement 
of the existing convection in northern Texas became southeasterly.  Most of the storms in the 
model also moved easterly or southeastly.  Different from the observations, however, a 
cluster of convection in the model in central Oklahoma organized into a squall line with a 
bow echo by 0000 UTC 18 June (Fig. 22b).  But some of the modeled convection dissipated 
after 0000 UTC, presumably due to loss of daytime heating.  However, much convection 
remained. 
 By 0230 UTC the observed storms had consolidated into a short, solid line segment 
of convection with a narrow region of trailing stratiform precipitation (Fig 22c).  Over the 
next several hours the western portion of the line segment surged out ahead of the rest of it, 
resulting in the target MCS in the shape of a bow echo across much of central Texas (Fig. 
22e).  On the other hand, in the model, the convection that remained after the loss of daytime 
ehating organized into small clusters of convection that continued to move ESE.  The 
unobserved MCS that had developed in Oklahoma moved very slowly through the state 
through 0300 UTC before it began to weaken as it moved into western Arkansas and 
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northeastern Texas (Fig. 22d).  This is much different than in the observations which showed 
that Oklahoma was mostly void of convection after about 0200 UTC. 
 The observed MCS continued to move southeastward towards the Gulf of Mexico 
through 1200 UTC 18 June, the end of the period.  It had nearly reached the coast by then 
and was weakening.  However, nighttime convection had formed ahead of it over the Gulf 
coast and was feeding into it.  In contrast, after the last portions of the Oklahoma MCS in the 
model moved out of the domain by 0800 UTC there was one cluster of convection that 
remained across central Texas (Fig. 22f).  It moved slowly southward and consisted of a 
string of cells connected by low reflectivity.  The convection in this cluster fanned out as it 
moved southeast as if trying to organize into a bow echo.  However, the convection was so 
weak that no MCS ever formed in the model.  By the end of the simulation there was almost 
no convection remaining from this cluster.  If this was the model’s representation of the 
target MCS it was too weak, too slow to develop, and tracked too far to the west. 
 In summary, analysis could not be performed in this case because the convection that 
developed in the model differed so much from that which developed in the observations that 
the observed MCS could not be recognized in the model.  This case illustrates one 
shortcoming of the methodology used in the present study in that the model must be skillful 
enough to produce a recognizable form of the targeted convection to be able to fit into the 
methodology and for the case to be analyzed. 
 The above four cases show ways in which the WRF model at 3 km grid spacing can 
accurately forecast the initiation and evolution of convection into an MCS and also fail to 
capture some details, resulting in a poor forecast of initiation of convection and evolution 
into an MCS. 
 
3.6 Discussion and conclusions 
 A series of 3 km grid spacing WRF-ARW simulations were conducted for 39 cases of 
convection initiation and upscale evolution towards an MCS across the United States to 
investigate the impact of large-scale forcing on the skill of initiation.  Knowledge of this 
impact would improve forecasts of MCSs.  Both traditional (ETS and bias) and object-based 
techniques were used to determine model skill, and a subjective analysis was performed on 
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the upscale evolution for each case.  The different scoring techniques were also compared in 
search of agreement between them. 
 It was found that initiation erred in the southwest direction on average, but the 
average timing error was around zero due to a nearly normal distribution of temporal errors.  
There was no relationship between the skill of the model at initiation and the strength of 
large-scale forcing, possibly because of the errors in predicting large-scale forcing and 
possibly because smaller scale features were resolvable only in the WRF output (and not in 
the RUC analyses) and were responsible for convection initiation, features that might be 
smoothed and not recognized when averaging data over a large box.  A positively correlated 
relationship between the strength of large-scale forcing and model skill in the 6-hour forecast 
that represented upscale evolution according to ETSs was found.  There was general 
disagreement between the ETSs and object-based ratings for upscale evolution.  However, 
both the ETS and object-based scoring techniques agreed with the subjective ratings. 
 A detailed look at a small subset of the cases was also presented to gain 
understanding into good and bad forecasts.  It was shown that many smaller scale features are 
resolved which complicates the analysis.  However, such smaller scale details may heavily 
impact the timing and location of initiation, and thus the skill of the model and the existence 
of a relationship between skill regarding initiation and large-scale forcing.  Certainly, 
however, there is plenty of use for high resolution simulations that explicitly forecast 
convection for operational weather forecasting.  Human forecasters will have to adjust their 
forecast process to incorporate and sort out the complexity available in these models. 
 Model initialization times for the cases were selected based on the initiation of the 
observed convection.  However, in some cases convection initiated very early in the model 
compared to the observations, thus putting initiation in the model shortly after model 
initialization.  For example, the target convection initiated within three hours of model 
initialization in cases 8, 37, and 38.  Model spin-up must be considered in such situations.  
However, since the model was running with no convective scheme, for the Thompson 
scheme to produce convection, grid boxes 3 km on a side had to become completely 
saturated, something not readily done with such a large grid box.  Thus it was strange to see 
such behavior in the present study.  Regardless, it seems the model spin-up for the 
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configuration in this study was not very long, perhaps one hour or less.  Case 2 is a good 
example.  After only 30 minutes of simulation the microphysical variables have spun up 
enough to result in reflectivity values greater than 50 dBZ and vertical velocities exceeding 
10 m s-1 (not shown), which are of the same order of magnitude as the maximum upward 
velocities at any point during the simulation.  This implies that spin-up may have only 
required the first 30 to 60 minutes of the simulation. This same behavior was observed in 
every case.  Thus, it is unlikely that model spin-up significantly affected the initiation timing 
in the simulations. 
 High-resolution model output opens a new world into the investigation of small scale 
features that are now resolvable, such as storm scale outflow boundaries and large turbulent 
eddies within the boundary layer, and how they may impact the simulation of deep, moist 
convection.  Fields such as surface dewpoint, temperature, divergence and low-level vertical 
motion indicate just how turbulent the atmosphere is and also show how easily the forecast 
for the initiation of convection can err (see examples from Figs. 8–22).  Most of the temporal 
and spatial errors in convective initiation in the present study were therefore reasonable given 
how sensitive convection is to small scale details that are now resolvable in higher resolution 
model simulations.  However, the model performance was certainly not perfect, and 
improvements are still needed.  These improvements could come in the form of improved 
surface and boundary layer parameterizations, increased horizontal and vertical resolution in 
the boundary layer, and improved and higher resolution initial and lateral boundary data.  At 
least one of these improvements is highly likely to come to fruition within the next several 
years: as computer technology steadily improves, even higher resolution (i.e., less than 1 km) 
three-dimensional simulations using real input data will become feasible. 
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3.9 Tables 
Table 1.  List of cases.  The type indicates whether or not the model successfully captured the 
initiation and upscale evolution of the target convection and target MCS, or if the model 
performed so poorly that analysis was not performed. 
Case Number Initialization (UTC) Initialization Date Type 
1 1800 07 May 2009 Success 
2 0600 19 July 2008 Failure 
3 1200 22 May 2007 Success 
4 1200 22 June 2007 Success 
5 1200 05 May 2008 Failure 
6 1200 13 May 2009 Success 
7 1200 01 June 2010 Success 
8 1200 02 June 2010 Success 
9 1200 07 June 2010 Success 
10 1200 25 June 2010 Success 
11 1200 22 May 2008 Failure 
12 1200 11 August 2007 Success 
13 1200 11 June 2008 Failure 
14 1200 11 July 2008 Success 
15 1200 10 June 2010 Success 
16 1200 13 June 2010 Success 
17 1200 17 June 2010 Success 
18 1200 20 June 2010 Success 
19 1200 30 August 2010 Success 
20 1200 15 June 2009 Success 
21 1200 01 September 2010 Failure 
22 0000 18 June 2010 Failure 
23 1200 02 August 2008 Failure 
24 – I 1200 01 April 2006 Unclassifiable 
24 – II 1200 01 April 2006 Success 
25 0600 29 May 2007 Success 
26 1200 23 May 2006 Success 
27 1200 26 May 2006 Failure 
28 1200 10 September 2009 Success 
29 1200 10 September 2010 Success 
30 1200 14 September 2010 Success 
31 0600 12 August 2007 Failure 
32 1200 27 March 2010 Success 
33 1200 08 May 2006 Failure 
34 1200 17 June 2006 Unclassifiable 
35 1200 10 February 2009 Success 
36 1800 20 April 2006 Unclassifiable 
37 1200 31 May 2007 Failure 
38 1200 23 May 2007 Success 
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Table 2.  Spatial and temporal errors in the initiation of convection for each of the cases, the 
forcing mechanism for initiation, and the computed skill score and the rank of the skill score.  
Positive temporal errors imply that the model initiated convection late compared to the 
observations, whereas negative temporal errors imply that the model initiated convection 
early. 
Case 
Number 
Initialization 
Date forcing mechanism 
Spatial 
Error (km) 
Temporal 
Error (min) 
Skill 
score 
Rank of 
skill 
score 
1 07 May 2009 north of stationary front 132 +90 0.16 24 
2 19 July 2008 warm front 105 +75 0.30 20 
3 22 May 2007 stationary front near 
surface low and dryline 70 -60 0.56 11 
4 22 June 2007 warm or stationary front 69 -105 0.41 17 
5 05 May 2008 Orography 13 +30 0.95 1 
6 13 May 2009 cold front 150 -105 0.09 28 
7 01 June 2010 outflow boundary (OFB) 350 0 <0.01 36 
8 02 June 2010 random warm sector (MCV) 230 -180 <0.01 35 
9 07 June 2010 dryline/pressure trough 72 +90 0.44 16 
10 25 June 2010 warm front/OFB/wind-
shift-line triple point 103 0 0.40 18 
11 22 May 2008 warm front/dryline triple point 15 +75 0.76 5 
12 11 August 2007 cold front 35 -210 0.12 26 
13 11 June 2008 pre-frontal trough or cold front 181 -90 0.04 30 
14 11 July 2008 warm and cold fronts near 
surface low 142 -45 0.16 23 
15 10 June 2010 pressure trough 117 +45 0.28 21 
16 13 June 2010 OFB/dryline triple point 133 +240 0.02 33 
17 17 June 2010 pre-frontal trough 121 -15 0.28 22 
18 20 June 2010 triple point between 
stationary fronts 50 +60 0.69 6 
19 30 August 2010 
quasistationary 
front/random warm sector 78 +60 0.50 14 
20 15 June 2009 
dryline bulge and 
stationary front triple 
point 
212 -75 0.02 31 
21 01 September 2010 
surface low and 
associated fronts and 
boundaries 
87 -30 0.51 13 
22 18 June 2010 low-level jet nose 180 -75 0.05 29 
23 02 August 2008 cold front 152 -210 0.02 31 
24 – II 01 April 2006 Dryline 40 +90 0.61 9 
25 29 May 2007 wind shift line (+ 
orography?) 38 0 0.88 2 
26 23 May 2006 cold front 67 +45 0.63 8 
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Table 2.  (continued) 
27 26 May 2006 
weak dryline or cold front 
and warm front near triple 
point 
51 +30 0.77 4 
28 10 September 2009 cold front 151 +295 <0.01 34 
29 10 September 2010 
surface low, warm front, 
and cold front 34 -90 0.63 7 
30 14 September 2010 
orography (Palmer 
Divide) 34 +120 0.47 15 
31 12 August 2007 elevated front 104 +75 0.31 19 
32 27 March 2010 cold front near triple point 49 -15 0.81 3 
33 08 May 2006 cold front 140 -75 0.15 25 
35 10 February 2009 Dryline 155 +90 0.09 27 
37 31 May 2007 low-level jet or random 
warm sector 80 -45 0.53 12 
38 23 May 2007 stationary front 31 -105 0.56 10 
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3.10 Figures 
Figure 1.  Location error of initiation, classified by timing error.  Early initiation errors were 
those that had a timing error of -30 minutes or less.  Late initiation errors were those that had 
a timing error of +30 minutes or more.  Close initiation errors were those that had a timing 
error of less than 30 minutes.  Negative values of zonal and meridional error imply a westerly 
and southerly error, respectively. 
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Figure 2.  a) Skill score as a function of large-scale forcing strength using a 4° by 4° box for 
all measures; b) as in a) except for 700 hPa omega, surface frontogenesis, and 200 hPa 
divergence was computed using a 1° by 1° box instead. 
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Figure 3.  Scatterplots of large-scale forcing from the observations and the model at the time 
and location of observed initiation, computed using a 4° by 4° lat/lon box for (a)-(e) and 
using a 1° by 1° lat/lon box for (f)-(h): a) 700 hPa omega (µb s-1); b) 250 hPa – 850 hPa* 
differential vorticity advection (10-9 s-2); c) 850 hPa* temperature advection (105 K s-1) ; d) 
surface frontogenesis (C 100 km-1 3 hr-1); e) 200 hPa divergence (105 s-1); f) 700 hPa omega 
(µb s-1); g) surface frontogenesis (C 100 km-1 3 hr-1); 200 hPa divergence (105 s-1).  *Some 
values were computed using the 800 hPa level instead of the 850 hPa level. 
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Figure 3. (continued) 
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Figure 3. (continued) 
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Figure 4.  Comparison between ranks of (a) object-based and ETS, (b) subjective rating and 
ETS, and (c) object-based and subjective ratings for the 25 acceptable cases. 
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Figure 5.  Box and wisker plots for the 6-hour (a) fixed and (b) free time forecasts separated 
by strength of large-scale forcing.  The top and bottom of the large box denotes the 25th and 
75th percentiles.  The line in the box denotes the 50th percentile, or median, of the 
distribution.  The bars extend to the largest or smallest value within 1.5 times the 
interquartile range of the 75th or 25th percentiles, respectively.  The interquartile range is 
defined as the distance between the 25th and 75th percentile values.  The wiskers are outliers. 
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Figure 6.  Same as Fig. 5 except for bias scores. 
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Figure 7.  Time series of the convective temperature deficit, defined as the exceedence of the 
convective temperature over the 2-meter temperature, averaged over a 0.2° by 0.2° lat/lon 
box centered on the centroid of 1-hour precipitation at initiation, for each case.  The timing is 
adjusted for each case so that initiation occurs along the the far right of the time axis (at time 
= 0).  The number on the right edge of each curve indicates the case number.  As indicated in 
the figure, solid curves represent cases in which the initial convection was surface-based, 
thick dashed curves represent elevated convection at initiation, dotted curves represent near-
surface-based convection, and thin dot-dashed curves represent cases in which it the elevated 
nature of the initial convection is unknown, but probably not fully surface-based. 
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Figure 8.  Surface dewpoint temperature (colored, °C), mean sea level pressure (contoured, 
hPa), and surface wind barbs (half barb – 5 m s-1; full barb – 10 m s-1; flag – 50 m s-1) at 1800 
UTC 22 May 2008 from a) RUC analysis data; b) regridded WRF output.  MSLP is 
contoured every 2 hPa. 
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Figure 8.  (continued)  
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Figure 9.  Observed radar reflectivity from the MMM image archive (a, c, e); simulated 
reflectivity from the WRF model (b, d, f) from 22-23 May 2008.  Image pairs are at the same 
time: (a, b) – 2030 UTC; (c, d) – 0500; (e, f) – 0800. 
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Figure 10.  (a) RUC analyzed surface wind barbs (half barb – 5 kts; full barb – 10 kts; flag – 
50 kts) and 2-meter temperature at 1800 UTC 01 June 2010.  (b) Modeled omega (µb s-1) at 
700 hPa at 1330 UTC 01 June 2010. 
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Figure 10.  (continued) 
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Figure 11.  Modeled 2-m temperature (K, shaded), surface wind vectors (scaled as in Fig. 8), 
and one-hour precipitation (contoured at 0, 0.254, 1.27, 2.54, and 6.35 mm) valid at 1600 
UTC 01 June 2010. 
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Figure 12.  Observed and simulated reflectivity comparisons from 01-02 June 2010: (a) 
observed at 2030; (b) observed at 2230; (c) modeled at 1900; (d) modeled at 2200; (e, f) 
observed and modeled at 0030, respectively; (g) modeled at 0300; (h, i) observed and 
modeled at 0500, respectively; 
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Figure 12.  (continued) 
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Figure 13.  As in Fig. 8 except valid at 2100 UTC 01 April 2006.  MSLP is contoured every 
2 hPa. a) RUC analysis; b) regridded WRF output. 
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Figure 13.  (continued) 
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Figure 14.  Surface-based CAPE (colored, J kg-1) and surface-based CIN (> 25 J kg-1 dotted), 
valid at 2100 UTC 01 April 2006: (a) RUC, (b) regridded WRF output.  
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Figure 14.  (continued) 
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Figure 15.  (a) RUC analyzed and (b) regridded WRF 600 hPa omega at 2100 UTC 01 April 
2006.  Units are µb s-1. 
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Figure 15.  (continued) 
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Figure 16. Modeled (a) convective inhibition of the most unstable parcel (J kg-1) and (b) 
convective temperature deficit (ºC) at 2200 UTC 01 April 2006. 
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Figure 16.  (continued) 
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Figure 17.  a) Maximum upward velocity between the surface and the top of the model at 
2200 UTC 01 April 2006.  The circled maximum near 33.25° N and 100.6° W occurred in 
the 800 – 750 hPa layer and is the only evidence of any attempt at the model to generate the 
observed convection in west-central Texas.  b) Skew-T/Log-P diagram taken from the model 
at 33.25° N, -100.6° W.  The solid curves represent dewpoint (left) and temperature (right), 
while the dashed profile represents the temperature of a surface-based parcel. 
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Figure 17.  (continued) 
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Figure 18.  Radar reflectivity from 01-02 April 2006: (a) Observed at 2300; (b) simulated at 
2230; (c) observed at 0200; (d) observed at 0530. 
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Figure 19.  (a) RUC analyzed and (b) regridded WRF CIN (J kg-1) valid at 1800 17 June 
2006. 
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Figure 19.  (continued) 
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Figure 20.  Modeled convective temperature deficit at 1800 UTC 17 June 2006. 
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Figure 21.  (a) RUC analyzed and (b) regridded WRF 650 hPa omega at 1800 UTC 17 June 
2006. 
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Figure 21.  (continued) 
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Figure 22.  Observed and simulated reflectivity pairs from 17-18 June 2006 (UTC): 0000 (a, 
b); 0230 (c, d); 0700 (e, f). 
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CHAPTER 4.  GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
4.1 Summary 
 This thesis consisted of two papers that investigated the skill of the WRF model at 
forecasting convective initiation and upscale evolution both with and without the use of the 
KF convective parameterization scheme.  The first paper consisted partially of a number of 
sensitivity tests using 2D idealized simulations to determine the grid spacing at which the KF 
scheme is no longer required to sufficiently model deep, moist convection.  It also consisted 
of tests using different modifications to the KF scheme designed to make use of it at 3 km 
resolution more appropriate by effectively coarsening the model grid.  These treatments were 
then applied to a set of 3D real data cases to test the skill at forecasting initiation and upscale 
evolution towards an MCS.  The second paper investigated the relationship between the 
strength of large-scale forcing for convection and the skill of the WRF model at convective 
initiation and upscale evolution at 3 km grid spacing without the KF scheme. 
 
4.2 Conclusions 
 In the first paper it was found that the amount of precipitation produced each time the 
KF scheme activated for deep convection gradually decreased with decreasing grid spacing 
starting at around 8 km down to at least 0.5 km.  This is probably due to decreased vertical 
motion resolved by the grid and reduced updraft and downdraft mass fluxes as grid spacing 
increases.  It was also found that the partition of precipitation produced by various 
microphysics schemes and the KF scheme shifted from KF-scheme-dominant to 
microphysics-scheme-dominant over the approximate range of 1 – 6 km.  Tests were not run 
using the KF scheme for finer grid spacings than that due to severe violations of the KF 
scheme, which include the following.  It is assumed that the updraft and downdraft comprise 
a significant proportion of the grid column, but not all of it.  Since deep, convective updrafts 
can be as large as a few kilometers in diameter, then for grid spacings below 4 km, an entire 
grid column may consist of an updraft.  It is also assumed that at least 90% of CAPE is 
removed in the time it takes for a thunderstorm to move through the grid column.  This value 
is bounded between 30 and 60 minutes. However, for small grid lengths, even a slow-moving 
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thunderstorm will move across the grid column in less than 30 minutes.  It can be concluded 
from these sensitivity tests that for grid spacing below 1 km, the unmodified KF scheme is 
not needed since it does not produce much precipitation compared to what the microphysics 
scheme is producing, and the microphysics is likely able to resolve the necessary features of 
deep, moist convection for successful prediction of initiation and upscale evolution of 
mesoscale convective systems.  Since the activity of the KF scheme changes rapidly in the 1 
km to 6 – 8 km range, convective parameterization in that range is still needed, but the 
behavior of the scheme will be highly sensitive to the specific grid spacing value.  Also, the 
assumptions in the KF scheme are still violated in most of that range, so its use without 
modifications may not be appropriate. 
 The results from the application of the different treatments to 12 three-dimensional 
real data cases suggests that the unmodified KF scheme does not worsen the skill of 
quantitative precipitation forecasts even at 3 km grid spacing.  There is hope that the use of 
modifications that effectively coarsen the grid to improve forecasts since for some cases the 
ave_tend modification performed better than any other modification.  But more tests are 
needed to further investigate the impact of such modifications on convective initiation and 
upscale evolution.  Other modifications, such as change in the implied updraft diameter or 
trigger function, could also be tested. 
 In the second paper, a relationship between the strengh of large-scale forcing and 
model skill at forecasting convective initiation was not found.  However, traditional scoring 
techniques (ETS and bias) found that upscale evolution tends to be better forecast for 
stronger-forced cases than weaker forced cases.  More research is needed to determine if this 
relationship was coincidental, an artifact of model configuration or observational data source, 
or physically based.  Since model simulations can be highly sensitive to the choice of initial 
and lateral boundary conditions early in model simulations (Gallus and Bresh 2006) – as 
when convective initiation occurred in the simulations in the present study – the choice of 
initial data likely contributed to the lack of relationship.  Also, since there was an order of 
magnitude difference in resolution between the model and the observational data used, there 
are features that could be resolved in the model such as large boundary layer eddies and 
storm scale outflow boundaries that were not resolved in the observations.  Given the high 
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sensitivity of deep, moist convection to boundary layer fields such as temperature, moisture, 
and vertical motion, such smaller scale features may be responsible for convective initiation 
both in the model and in reality.  However, those features would not be resolved in the 
observational data and would not impact computations of large-scale forcing.  Even if they 
were, it is possible that averaging the forcing field over a large area could smear or mask 
stronger localized forcing such that the averaged large-scale forcing is secondary in impact to 
localized forcing over much smaller regions. 
 There is a challenge in the future of high-resolution mesoscale modeling.  Until 
technology improves to the point where deep, moist convection can be explicitly resolved, 
convective parameterization schemes designed for use in the 1 – 4 km range will become 
useful, if not necessary, for precise warm-season precipitation forecasting. 
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